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ABSTRAC Y

Manual flight control and emergency procedure task skill

degradation was evaluated after time intervals of from .1 to

b months. The tasks were associated with a simulated launch
through orbit insertion flight phase of a space vehicle. The

results showed that acceptable flight control performance was

retained for Z months, rapidly deteriorating thereafter by a
factor of 1. 7 to 3. 1 depending on the performance measure
used. Procedural task performance showed unacceptable
degradation after only 1 month, and exceeded an order of
magnitude after 4 months. The effectiveness of static re-
hearsal (checklists and briefings) and dynamic warrnup (siin-

^.

	

	 ulator practice) retraining methods were compared for the
two tasks. In general, static rehearsal effectively countered
procedural skill degradation while some combination of dy-
namic warmup appeared necessary for flight control skill
retention. Further, it was apparent that these differences

•	 between methods were not solely a function of task type. or
!

	

	 retraining method, but were a function of the performance
measures used for each task.
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FUR EIVOR I)

This report summarizes an experimental study accomplished an
the second part of a program designed to investigate the degradation

t of learned skills as applicable to spaceflight tasks. The research
reported here was begun. in July 1970 and was completed in flay 1971
for the NASA 4lanned Spacecraft Center udder Contract NASD-1091)2.
The study was initiated by Mr. Earl LaFevers of the Crew Systems

Division as NASA Project Monitor, and was then transferred to Dr.
Williann E. Fedderson, Chief of the Behavioral Laborator y , Bio-
medical Laboratories Division, who was Project Monitor to compls -
tion.

The Boeing Program Manager was Dr. George D. Greer, Jr. and
the Principal Investigator was Dr. Thomas E. Sitterley. The authors
gratefully acknowledge the extei.sive assistance of Mr. Gale M. Rhoadca
who provided simulator modification, operation, experimental testing,
and data reduction throughout the course of this study.

The first part of this investigation of degradation of learned s^.iils
was covered in Report D180-15080-1, Degradation of Learned Skills
- A Review and Annotated Bibliography.
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!iU :teso .arid t vi fet^ of anar Mght misaiom is d*pwr,e}er+-t ap(x , not !only

r design , j rid rn p claarai; . asl integrit, nt ttee flight vehicle. htt also to 4

veen- etreat e>:t«:at .+pon t,•P t.r+p:abilit y :•,, c_ prep4 rttdvess of life pilot. With

Y h=r advent of manned sparw Hight. ti ie c4ema-t4ls plaf:A-1 upem t)'e astrcartaut's

:lit to Perform his to g k-o have freer: extreuordinar;. The dewtia sds eit

the abilitive of ii1tronaata f it to provide ma nual irv.troi P-tarrventior ira beat-

I ' rr•a.al ,ind ernergcency moriy sr of operati ©ts h..s pariliNl a +f the *igraitic,-.1t

reamer in mission coirrple * ity and duration. M r i!i g this period of ever

i:.^ rraaing inission cornpbox ; ty, the upportunitr fflr r%nuiprnero t  ilure has

likewis e irtrre :ased dr a rn:aticallN.	 the ssusces<s of mans Toisrsione and mare

tIaala otsc." tl,e liveea of tlse t.row were =& 'Averl u+slti t , trryuxh the astrnil a=ate'

skills, and thorough training.

Current Flpcsllo flight crew tr- i ining for l m ii L'utding ra,ia g iont. is illustra-

tive of the type of training	 to f-ttei :sre rnis s ium !;m (tea. Atter

Rb

	

	 bring ssclectod, the .;rrtros;,;tst groups sp p i,r'.	 14 rnotiths io

+ general flight training prograrrr w' ro h ini_ludes detailed mr Dens brief-

i	 ing a ell spacecraft systerkas, p nviroornentA famtl.iarf; s if" +r;d %1jr-

,vail training. After, completing the 14 month training prour;1m, tt,e

!-, • w mes-at) ,e r is re a dy for .,saaignment to a flight tni v nion or t o ap-^-sific

sail +ior^ training. In the :axe of the lunar l.indirtg rniesioli thin training

Ads up to .t total of .tpproxirn.,tely II ZO) hotirs, g chedliled over ..a 44 walk

period (Slayton 190). The Integration and sct,edull , of this training

must be carefully planned bec wss : e of the vac,t number of taskm to be

leatrraed ove r the multi - year training progr am . Throughout the prurar.trn.

previously learned mission elements must be systernati,- ally reviewed

in order that the skill is are not forgotten at the completion of training.

During the course of tnission tra:ni;ig, literally hundreds of hours -ire

spent i:s practicing the required mibsiusi skills or: highly sopi••istic:aated,

fidelity spacecraft sirnul<rtors.

Ls this and feature decades, snacecrazft with even lor;ger, more complex

fligi.ts will be developed. Many will be it significant departuro from

1
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previous missions, having greater Autonotn^ front gromid bar-Fd

'rol, aua. with flight control t Rkr far more complex than ever before.

',;p-it a stations will	 :t-lions of one year or morn, -and mantled inter-

planetary flights wit i n,.isions of two years . and longer will be pupNihie.

The kreater complexity a.,d dur a tion of these future space explorations

will stake astron :ant performance A l the more critical to overall ttii p

-sion HRicce%s and cnfety.

Past expert	 ce indic . ites that the p: - ob. ► bility of cat•tstr3phic failtira- is

inLre,-aerd a=ubatanti a lly if high perforrnatace in skill retention is not et -

fectivel y tn.tintAne d over long durations of taf4k inacti%ity. l iowever,

the 'r)e:wfit5 of rttonths of continuous training on the ground and to aitmt-

Litor re will no longer be available to the .it i tronauts ot, these long duration

missions. A sy ►stetn of unboa rd refresher training will be required to

maintain the critl A flight, procedural, and operational skills (if tht+

a!;trona.utR.

The coraliguration of this training s ystem could involve a broad range of

-itwle ment complex i ties depending on the r..tture .trtd type of -astronaut

tasks, the time since last task performance, and the degree of original

training, or overtraining. The lea p t complex subelenaent might be noth-

ing more than •t review of verbal and pictorial briefing , .aids simil.tr to

,3e found in current checklist and flight operations manu a ls. A rnid-

rile level of cor. ► plexit^ t.:ould invol ve the use of R itimlat . ion softw a re within

ti v sp .at#;craft cornptat rs to operate onboard equipment in a tr a ining mode.

Beyond this m,ty tar the application of morn sophisticated combin . ttions

of p of"ware, conipttterco, a nd simul a tion/training hardware to provide

blgl, fidelity r-production of sp - ti ecr .aft systern dynamics ,Ind the opera-

tion .el viru. al environment . ,ttsociated witi- critical nlisesion oper,itions,

phases, ,tnd manetavers.

1 he inap..tct of providing onboard training dictates that training require-

ments be carefully assessed so that efficient, coot effective systems

can be designed. Each increase in the level of onboard training esystern

Cuttapl- , xity will be accompanied by it corresponding increase in the rle-

mands placed upon, the limited volumetric space, weight and electrical

2
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pc.±rs ► r capac'. --+ of the *.^srt:r( r l •	 !'ht taz ^tlm rr_t:st Prov ide . + here'^-

I	 13rw	 01>-, WU + ipe, wv*ent, and flclrli ► . cet tr..pit"Ing th . t +r► iil

I	 satisfy tits anal* of -Yeistictrn saklet y , rr•liability, : nd Out!te04. 'i•isteTT)

desig! whi, - 1 , ie, mere r ? "Ibstate or ctsrTaplea lE:;?ts required to satitcf,

thome go*19 arit!•out c:Mnpromi ys !s nut emiy was•teftxl eof res .v-: r -.4 , itut

1	 mar Blatt	 tl-e pnt#r.ttel ► "tr of -tselon Oble:'Iv-,

b4° riatia problem fading 5%ntei-- tiesi^r2 +P't±, !hen, is ti ,p precise :let

i.fication of the avtaronpt tt tacks o -d stcillo which ;+ re 9 1l.ab;ect to dk-gra-

datimi. the interval of time! <alrtce last practice w?ilch will reeal , in sig-

nificant (jell re 	 at.d Zile id« ►=tification r_r# thetea flraratiII-ters which

cart tae e %.prcted to rertuce c ► r modifi *.h p =nature etf	 diegra-

dafior ► .	 Re , cOgrl ittcm ti,at the forgetting of leer:r •ied brills :.:art vroth:•--e

►r} z tor cansp_ gltencim s affecting overatli suc.co sfful p • rfor ► s p ice is • of

M #^- . Poth tho irumm, p«*rformrince liter.ture .a! ► d pa- -on 1 l vmvwrienc:e

Lotifir(rl thNt farg p itit^g is basic: to b:,arnan be=havlor

The problein of sir fll retention is	 -o ►•nplex,	 howe% p r,	 i4nd the re\•law

of both r*pe• r•itinr. ill}	 oriented and (- I 14sic .il a - pe rime	 t:ci 1tt o ratiirf	 On

6itill	 retention	 reveals .i	 ,,4riefy	 of conflicting d:,t.+. 	 'Ykill	 retention c:.•,n

he affected by -, great riurni'iei	 of independent vari ,bles and condition'.

Fortimately over aLkt ,..-	 .f.srR of liter ,iro concerned wiel the long time►

retention of skill p'rfor ► n.ince w.i:3 re- . iewed by N ayl or sla y + , riggs c) W-1 }

who provided hati, import,a ► it conc-lusiwnh and gei,ar.cl r.rganiz-tio,i for

variables which, had beer? exatiiined. 	 Ursing their reviews	 :e b,-,(,k-

., round a	 ,iiist whic•.h the r,iore recent literat+ire Lwild be t_om ^,r^,A -tndK	 k •	 I: •

r;seer:sed, Gardlin and 5itte+rley (1972) pro-Aded an overview of- the more

recent literature which could be relat©d to piloting <:iid e E.	 ccr flight task&.

• Four b.ii^,ic categories or par.onf-terw which •.ffect skill re•tentiori

been highlighted in the literatures:	 a)	 task ei,vtronmert •and ta:mk type; or

organization,	 h)	 arrinunt and type of origin.: trair► tnK,	 c:)	 the length

of the retention interval, and	 d)	 the type of interim: practice.

Three gena:r.:.l types of tasks have been highlighted in the classical l it-

er.iture: verbal (cognitive' discrete psycncinnotor and continuous ps ) -

chor:notor. In evaluutinb the relationship ?between tafska characterized
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.ie continuous (tracking) and discrete or sequential (procedural tasks),
Naylor arid 1.3riggs (1961) indicated that continuous tasks are retained
hest. They pointed out that this finding was somewhat superficial,
howerer, since the prim,try difference between tasks requiring discrete
at:d continuous responses was largely a question; of organization. Typ-
ically the procedur-I task has less spatial or temporal organization

than does the tracking task. While useful from the standpoint of task
deecriptlo ,i, the procedural task/ continuous control task dichotomizrt-
tion in the literature can lead to incorrect prediction of the retention of
flight skills. Piloting an aircraft, while primarily ps , chomotor in na-
tt.re, ruquirets a significant cognitive contrihution in terms of infortria-
tion. integration and decision, making. The cognitive, discrete, and
continuous control task elements are often represented to varying de-
grees it% the flight control task. The effects of these elernents on total
task performance must be defined, with the prediction of skill retention

clos^rl, tied to the defined measures of task performance.

-eti the tnost straightforward generalizations such as ''the higher the

:teal level of perforinanc_e at the end of training the lower the perfor-

..,.trice degradation" or "the: longer the per:od between training and sub-

PequAnt perfortnance the greater the performance degradation" are not

conSistantly supported. Much of the conflict in the literature apparently
o;::cttr& because many studies, directed toward the same question, use

widel y di%-e=rgerit tasks, performance criteria, and subject populations.
Partic,ilarly critical here :tre the task characteristics and spec—cation
of performance criteria; however, when care is used in defiri ,-.g he

tNpr of tank in apparent superiority in skill retention is found for con-
tinuous control tasks its opposed to procedural tasks. Likewise, within
a t.i sk typf both finA training acquisition performance and initial re-
ten"lar, performance vary positively with the arnount of training.

The duration of une retention interval has considerable validity as an
influential variable: the longer the retention interval the greater the
.,kill loss. However, the arnouta of skill degradation appears to be

highl y task specific. While continuous control tasks appear to be re-
tained best, very few studies have syster iatically evaluated skill retention.
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for both procedural and continuous control tasks over a broad range of

skill retention intervals while keeping task conditions constant. Gen-

erally, the effects of task rehearsal or warmup practice: mitigate the

skill loss usually associated with a no practice interval of time. The

importance of practice has been shown to be greater for retention in -

tervals of longer durations. Further, the relative benefits of the same

amount of practice are greater for procedural tasks as compared to

continuous control tasks. There are, however, conflicts in the litera-

ture which appear to stem frorn the fact that insufficient data have been

sys tematically collected to evaluate the type of practice most suitable

for procedural and continuous control tasks over a sufficiently wide range

of retention intervals.

Purpose

Both operational experience and the experimental literature, its incon-

sistencies notwithstanding, indicate that skiil retention in future com-

plex and long duration space missions will be a problern. it is also

known that retrairing techniques can be effective in countering the ef-

fects of time and interference on skill degradation; however, neither

experience nor the literature specify, other than in a. very genera) fashion,

the time based quantitative. degradation of spaceflight skills or the specific

rehearsal or warmup teci,n.iques that will effectively counter that degra.-

dation in a consistent and systematic fashion.

Using a spacecraft simulator and relatively operationally oriented tasks,

the purpose of this study was: a) to determine whether skill degradation

of tlie sirrmlated tasks was indeed significant and what interval of time

without rehearsal or warmup was critical for skill retention; b) to

investigate the effectiveness of static rehearsal and dynamic warmup

for procedural and continuous control tasks; and c) to determine the

-Clationship between performance criteria and the type of practice best

suited for the tasks.

5
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l,. METHOD

A series of tests using a total of 45 subjects was conducted to measure

skill retention on continuous control and procedural tasks. The primary

task involved manual control of a reusable space vehicle during the boost

phase. Time intervals were covered ranging from 1 to b months,  and

conditions investigated included: no practice, immediate rehearsal,
distributed rehearsal, warmup and combinations of immediate and dis-
tributed rehearsal with warmup. Rehearsal involved the use of visual
briefing materials, oral review and written testing prior to the simu-
lated booster flight. Warmup involved repeating the actual flight in the
test simulator. Table 1 summarizes the test conditions and time inter-
vals investigated.

Table 1: Retention Practice Conditions by Subject Croup

SUBJECT GROUP RETENTION PRACTICE CONDITIONS I	 TIME INTERVAL

I I	 NO-PRACTICE

I

1 MO
IMMEDIATE WARti1UP 1 MO
DISTRIBUTED WARMUP 3 MOS

2 NO-PRACTICE 2 MOS
I	 IMMEDIATE WARMUP I	 2 MOS

3 NO-PRACTICE i	 3 MOS
IN:1MEDIATL= WARMUP

i 3 MOS

4 NO-PRACTICE 4 MOS
IMMEDIATE WARMUP +	 4 MOS

5 I	 NO-PRACTICE (	 6 MOS
IMMEDIATE WARMUP 6 MOS

6R IMMEDIATE REHEARSAL 3 R10S
REHEARSAL + WARMUP 3 MOS

7R DIS T RIBUT ED REHEARSAL 3 MOS
DISTRIBUTED REHEARSAL *WARMUP 3 MOS

8P IMMEDIATE REHEARSAL 6 MOS
REHEARSAL + WARMUP 6 MOS

9R DISTRIBUTED REHEARSAL 6 MOS
DISTRIBUTED REHEARSAL + WARMUP 6 MOSIL

(

The subjects were randomly assigned to one of 9 test groups (5 subjects

to a group). They were then systematically trained until they performed

at a level equivalent to a specified qualification criteria. Depending upon

6
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the group assignment, the subjects were scheduled for testing, or re-

hearsal and eventual testing, at the specified intervals. Performance

data were collected and compared to the qualification data to determine

the degree of skill retention and the effects of the various skill reten-

tion practice methods.

Subjects

For this inves:igatiori it was determined that relatively naive subjects

cuuld provide the required data more cost effectively than highly trained

test pilot subjects. Previous investigations at Boeing have indicated

that non-pilot subjects can be trained to perform specific space ve-

hicle control tasks at a level of performance comparable to trained

pilots, if the subjects did not approach task load limits, and if adequate

part-task training was provided. The subjects required about 5 times

as much training as pilots on the same control task, but to train and

test 45 skilled astronauts or operational pilots and limit their ^txposure

to space flight and aircraft flight training tasks for periods of 1 to b

rnor)ths was an operationally impossible situation even if cost was not

considered.

The subject population met the following requirements:

1. College degree

2. Age under 50

3. Vision 20120 corrected

4. Cominitment to no flight activities
during the test period

The test subjects were selected from a voluntary population of available

Boeing personnel. All subjects were engineers or scientists within the

engineering or technical staffs. Professional backgrounds were varied,

ranging from aerodynamic performance and control system engineers

to research scientists. Forty-five subjects were required for the

experiment. Five additional subjects did not complete training for

either scheduling or vision: reasons.

Test subject ages ranged from 23 to 50 with a mean of 55. The age

standard deviation was 3. b years. Of the 45-man vroup, 21 subjects

7
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had. 20/20 vision uncorrected and 21 subjects had 20/20 vision corrected.

Three subjects had less than 20/20 vision: 1-20/40 corrected; 1-20/30

corrected; 1-20/25 uncorrected. An examinatio,i of their data revealed

no significant differences from the remaining members of their groups.

Thirty-five of the 45 tested subjects had no previous flight control ex-

perience. Eight out of the remaining ten subjects had less than 140 hours

in light aircraft and noise of these eight had flown since 1968. Two out

of the ten experienced subjects had significant military flight control ex-

perience during the Korean War and earlier. One subject had 3700 hours

in military transport reciprocating engii:e aircraft. The other experienced

subject had 1600 hours primarily in light observation aircraft and 3200

hours in rotary wing aircraft. Noise of the test subjects controlled an

aircraft during the duration of the test.

Task Description

The primary task involved manual control of a rousable spaceflight ve-

hicle during the phase froin lift-off to orbit insertion. Subject perfor-

rnance was measured on twc, subtasks: a continuous control task, and

a procedure task. Continuous control data were taken independently of

the procedure task data. Procedure task data were taken while the sub-

jects were performing the continuous control task; however, the pro-

cedure task was designed to isolate continuous control task loading

effects from the procedure task data.

Continuous Control 'Task

The continuous control task required the subject to manually control a

stabilized space vehicle frori launch to orbit. A summary of tale vehicle

characteristics and orbit insertion parameters is presented in Table

The subject was required to scan displays, compare the displayed data

in a time reference with the trajectory guidance card, and provide con-

(	 trol inputs to fly, the optimurn trajectory. The total ascent profile re-

f	 quired 6 minutes, 44 seconds to complete.

8
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Table 2: Summar y of Simulation Vehicle and orbit insertion Characteristic;

BOOS fE R

STAGE WEIGHT	 2,722,000 Lb

USEFUL PROPELLANT 	 2,220,000 LB

VACUUM THRUST (TOTAL)	 4,840,000 LB

SPECIFIC IMPULSE (VAC) 	 440.4 SEC

ORBITER

IGNITION WEIGHT	 778,000 LB

PROPELLANT CONSUMED TO INJECTION 	 516,936 LB

VACUUM THRUST	 1,392,600 LB

SPECIFIC IMPULSE (VAC) 	 464,9 SEC

INSERTION CONDITIONS

TIME 404 SEC

VELOCITY (RELATIVE) 25,029 FPS

ALTITUDE 273,000 FT

FLIGHT PATH ANGLE .32"

INCLINATION 54.80

RANGE FROM LAUNCH SITE 592 N MI

The display panel appears in Figure 1. Displayed information include:

mission time, altitude, altitude rate, altitude error, angle of attack,

velocity, vehicle pitch and roll error, side slip, and compass heading

error. The vehicle pitch and roll error were displayed on an early

model Attitude Director Indicator (ADI). This ADI was installed in

several models of the Boeing 707 commercial jet aircraft. The alti-

tude error was displayed on a CRT. Remaining information was dis-

played on vertical or horizontal sca.ie electrornech^inical instruments.

The recommended procedure for flying the boast profile is described

in the training data package (rehearsal ir_fori-nation package) contained

in the Appendix.

U
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The following parameters were recorded for analysis of subject per-
iormance: altitude error and altitude rate error at orbit insertion;
total integrated pitch error and tot; l integrated altitude error. The
following definitions apply:

Altitude error. - The error in feet froin the
Desired altitude of 271,000 feet at

orbit insertion (the end of the manually
controlled boost phase).

Altitude rate error - The error in feet per second
fronn the desired altitude rate of change
of +140 ft/sec at orbit insertion.

Total integrated pitch error - The absolute pitch
error front the nominal pitch profile
integrated over the duration cf the total
manually controlled flight, measured
in degree-seconds.

Total inte g rated altitude error - The absolute
a It,tude error from the nornin^11 altitude
profile integrated over the duration: of
the total manu.iily controlled flight,
measured in foot-seconds.

Procedure Task

An "emergency" occurring in the Attitude Indicator System formed the
basis for the procedure task. The task required the subject to respond
to a failure indication and make a series of decisions bossed on sequen-
tially requested information displayed on a. meter. The procedural task
display and control panel, shown in Figure 2, was located in the upper
left quadrant of the cockpit.

The subject was required to start the procedural task while he was
actively engaged in the continuous control task (manual control of the
vehicle ascent trajectory). Within the first 2 minutes of the ascent.,
an "Attitude Indicator Failure" light was illuminated by the procedure
task operator (experimenter). The subject responded by actuating the
"Auto Control" pushbutton which put the simulator on automatic control
and relieved the operator from the control task. This effectively sepa-
rated the two tasks and eliminated experimental data interference. The

11
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Figure 2: Procedural Task Display/Control Panel

subject next actuated the "At t itude System Check" pushbuttot, wi,ich

caused a meter to read one of three numbers: 0. 75, 1. 0, or 1. 5.

Based upon the meter re.tding, the subject had to decide which of three

control sequences to follow as indicated in the logic diagr.tm (1-1gure 3).
j

I'he three indicatio-s were: system O. K. (1. 3), system failure (0.75),

or ineter reading is inconclusive (1. 0). If the system was G. K. (1. 5),

the subject actuated "11anual Control" and continued manually controlled

flight. If a failure was indicated (U. 75), the subject actuated the "Atti-

tue,e Alternate" control and w.es required to ru:: another system check.

At this point another meter indication was programr-ned which led to

continuing the flight in auto or returning the system to rnanual control.

If the meter reading wab inconclusive (1. 0), the subject was required

to recheck before proceeding into another control sequence brand, of

the logic diagram. Whenever the subject took an action that was out of

12
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the prograrnrneed sequence, an "Overload Indicator" c;an ► e on and had to
be actu.ited before restarting the proper sequence.

Performance dat,t w,+s automatically recorded for tie following para-
meters: initial response time, decision tirne, sequence time, total time;

decision, sequence and total errors. The following, definitions zapply:

Initial Response Title - Time measured from initiation of
test to actu7tiun of Auto Control
Button (first subject	 ,ction).

Decision Time - Time measured from initiation of
System Check button: to .actuation
of next appropriate button, (rneab-
ures tirrne to read meter, 	 decide
and take ;appropriate action).

Sequence Time - Time measured between sequential
button actuations:	 Auto Control
to tiystern Check .and Altern-ate
Attitude Systenns to Systenn Check.

Tot;+1 Time - Time treasured from initiation of
test until actu,atiun of last button
in the test sequence.

Decision Error - Actuation of the wrong button fol-
lowing ,.actu,;tion of tine System Check
button (meter reading).

Sequence Error - flctu:atiori of	 ,ny out of sequence
button with the exception: of deci-
sion errorr► .

l'ot.al L:rrors	 - S!mimatiot ► of decision .,nd 9equence
errors.

Equipmen t

The experitrnent.al tc:aat ware conducted in the Boeing Hutttan Performance

Multi p tress Laboratory located in Kvilt, Washington. The facility lb

nort'nally used to e*v.alu;+te crew performance under individual or com-

bitwd rt ► vironn ► etit.al eatreNxes whilt:h may include vibr,itio;., tettnper.eture,
presburo, l:urnidity, noise. and various atrnotspheric g.ts compositions.

'the Nlcaltiatresa r, Laboratory iw connected to .. visual dispt:ey generating
facility `nd a maJor computing bysterxn in which six large gener;,l purpose
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analog computers and two general purpose digital computers ;ire com-
bined with a full complement of supporting input/output display ..nd re-
1'021 dltlg equipment.

i'he simulation laboratory is depicted in Figure 4. The laboratory is
composed of coniputer interface equipment, display/control and task
programming equipment, test o peration and experimenter's control con-
soles, and a subject test chamber. The test chamber, desi ;ned for
environmental stress testing, provides a 100 cu ft cockpit ._area. The
pilot's chair is mounted on the chamber door which is rolled closed on
rails. Figure 5 depicts the entrance to the test chamber with .t subject
prior to a test run. The three-axis side .trm controller was mounted
on the right arm of the pilot's seat. The cockpit displ.,ys and remaining

controls were mounted on the end bulkhead of the test chamber (Figure
6).

w—

41 .
	 I	

y,

Figure 4: Simulation Laboratory
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Continuous Control 'Task

The dynamic flight char tcteristics of the simulated reusable space ve-
Licle were derived from early Boeing Space Shuttle studies. Two analog
computers were used to simalate the flight characteristics using <j point-
bass sllllul-ition model. ihiring the training of the first ZZ subjects, a

Beckman EASE: 2100 analog I--ornputer provided dynamic .`light character-
istics and the required data collection functions. Because of better avail-
rtb-ility and iniproved operation•tl arrangerients, the I.ASE 2100 simula.-
ticn was transferred to the Applied Dynamics 256 solid state analog com-
puter. Tile AI7 256 was used for the remainder of the experiment, :.l,d
the EASE 2100 was kept available as a backup computer.
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Figure 7: Schematic of Flight Simulator *lode"
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A summary flow diagram of the flight simulation: model appears in Fi;-,
-ure 7. Stick inputs to the stability augmented fligl.t control syste-m

developed Euler rates (rotational velocities; about the vehicle axes). The
Euler rates were then integrated to produce Euler angles. Using the
Euler transfoi nation process, the Ecrler angles were combined with
translational • elocities and transformed into body axis velocities (Ur,
kv r , V r ) which were resolved into angle of attack (a ), and angle of

slide slip ( a ), and total velocity (V Z.). All velocities were relative to
the point of launch. Alpha and Bete were displayed and monitored to

•	 the data recording system. Thrust was generated as a function: of tirne
and altitude was autorn.ttically terminated when total velocity was opti-
mum. In the next operation, thrust, gravity and centrifugal forces
were resolved into horizontal, lateral and downward components. The
force cornpr-rents were then converted into velocity cornponents which
were displayed and monitored for data. The velocity components were
'Aso fed into tine Euler transformation process. Altitude rate w:is in-
tegrated and an altir.t.de signal returned to the thrust function generator.

The control stick was a 3-axis, sidearm controller developed from an
Air Force design originally evaluated for use in the Aerospace Astro-
naut Training Program at Edwards AFB. The stick pro%ided ''rate''
inputs as a linear function of angular displacement and stick force.
Stick sensitivity data appears in Table 3.

Table 3: Three Axis Control Stick Characteristics

RANGE

10.50

SENSITIVITY

0.3320/S/0

REPONSE

LINEAR

ICHARACERISTICANDFORCE

1.5	 3 LB

LOCATION
TYPE

SIDE ARMCONTROLLER PITCH

CONTROLLER ROLL 12° 0.0415 0'S/0 LINEAR 1.5	 3 LB SIDE ARM

CONTROLLER YAW 21° 0.420 0•S, ° LINEAR 2	 5 LB SIDE ARrw,

16
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The flight instrumentation is shown in Figure 1. -''> description of each
instrument and the recommended flight control procedures appear in
the Appendix. Display readability and sensitivity parameters appear in
Table 4.

T,tblu 4:	 Flight ln-, t-rument Senti i t i v i t ,, , and Read,rh i 1 i t s• 11rirameters

'-I:ONTROL INDICATOR RANGE SENSITIVITY DIVISIONS FACE SIZE TYPE

ALTITUDE, H 0- 100 K 2,000'11DIV 50 4'n x 1'/r VERTICAL

ALTITUDE RATE, H -5- + 20 x 100 50'/SEC/DIV 50 4'/4 x V/2 VERTICAL_

ANGLE OF ATTACK, u 250 - 0 - 25"

i	

1 O /D IV 50 4'h x 112 VERTICAL

AIR SPEED 1	 0-2.5 K 500'/SEC/DIV

i

50 4'/: x 1'/: VERTICAL

SIDE SLIP 315° 1 0%DIV 30 2',z" x Y, HORIZONTAL_

COMPASS HEADING 310" 0.4°/DIV 50 211." DIAM STANDARD

HDI PITCH ERROR (	 32.150 4 3-5/8" DIAM STANDARD

HDI ROLL- ERROR 360" i 6 3-5/8" DIAM STANDARD

ALTITUDE ERROR, .1H 18,000' 4,000'/DIV 4	 I 5;4" DIAM	 I STANDARD

CLACK 8 DAY 1" 'D!V	 + 60 2" DIAM STANDARD

Pr ocedure Task

'The Procedure Task Function Logic System (PTF.I.S) f.orined the basis
of the procedure task equipment. This equipment was composed pri-
marily of logic gate and flip flop circuits designed to drive the pro-
cedure task displa y s and -neasare operator .sequential response and

response tirr :e performance. The Attitude Indicator System failure
operation was programmed to operate according to the procedure task
logic. 'The task displays and controls were mounted on the upper
left quadrant of the cockpit instrument panel.

The PTFLS data were recorded as analog signals on 1"M magnetic tape.
The PTFLS also operated a digital clock readout display on the experi-
menter's control. panel w'Ach indicated total task response time for
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immediate evaluation; by the test operator. A hybrid computer program
for an XDS 9300 digital computer and an FAST: 2100 analog computer,
was used to convert the data from FM magnetic tape to digital mag-
netic tape and to provide data analysis and reduction. The EASE was

g	
scaled to sense signal level changes, converting the signals to inter-

3	 rapt functions which were fed directly to the XDS 9300 digital computer.
This computer processed the digital interrupt signals in conjunction
with a program that produced a compilation of addressed data files
suitable for analytical processing. The 9300 stored the addressed data
files on magnetic tape which then were processed through one of six
analysis subroutines to obtain the desired performance data.

"Test O perator Station

The test operator's station included the continuous control tusk and
procedure task control panels, a Frieden Flexowriter, an X-Y plotter,
a remote control panel for an Ampex FR 100/1300 tape recorder and an
electronic calculator. The ilexowriter, X-Y plotter and the calculator
supported data collection and preliminary analysis of the continuous
control task data. The Ampex tape recorder was used to record pro-
cedure task FM signal data.

Subiect Trairiiii

Continuous Control Trainin

The subject training procedure was standardized. Each subject received
a basic lecture corresponding to the training data package that is con-
tained in the Appendix. This data package also served as the rehearsal
inforrnation, package. Following the lecture, the subject was seated in
the cockpit an3 familiarized with the operational instruments, indica-
tors and flight initiation procedures. Each instrument and its scale
factor was reviewed with the subject.

.,
The subject was then instructed to observe the instrurnc^;rits while the
simulator flew 2 automatic runs at 10 times real time. This familiarized
the subject with the working characteristics of the displays and demon-
strated the ranges displayed on each instrument. The subject then

20
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observed a real time automatic: run and was instructed oil 	 desired
instrument scan pattern and encouraged to check the automatically
flown profile against the flight profile card. At this time the subject
started his first manually controlled flight. The instructor observed

and ''talked'' the subject through the first three training flights. The
subject continued to fly in sets of 5 flights until his average perfor-
mance for 5 consecutive flights met the following training qualification

test performance criteria:

Altitude- +Men — 15001

Altitude Rate
e an + 50 ft/sec

Standard Deviation: 2000 ft

Standard Deviation: 60 ft/ sec

Integrated 1, Alt.
1 otal < 700, 000 ft/ sec

Integrated	 Pitch
Total < 4n; deg-sec.

Procedure Training
The standard training procedure in this task was to give the subject
a lecture on the procedure task using the material in the Appendix.
Next, the subject was seated in the cockpit and the procedure was
demonstrated using the actual input controls and displays. The sub-
ject was then presented with 5 sets of the 14 different procedures in
random sequence, and 2 sets of 5 specific procedures in a specified
sequence. Table 5 illustrates the meter readings at each decision
puint for the 14 procedure combinations used ill 	 The five

test procedures are also indicated with their test sequence. hiring
the training period the subject was permitted to refer to the pro-

cedural flow diagram (Figure 3).

At the next session, the subject received training in the same manner.
If the subject's total time for each procedure stabilized (was not con-
tinuing downward significantly) at the end of the fifth sec of procedures,
the next 2 sets of the 5 specified procedures were g ;.ven as a test. If

the subject made all 	 during the last set of 5, the same set was
repeated until no errors occurred since the qualification criteria was:

ZL
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Table 5: Procedure Task: Decision Paint Sequences

I
PROCEDURE

DECISION POINT METER READING COMPUTER	 I
MODE AT

NUMBER
1 2	 - 3 ---^- - 

4- COMPLETION

1	 "4 1.5 1	 NA	 NA i	 NA MANUAL
2	 "5 0.75 NA	 +	 1.5 NA MANUAL	 j
3 I	 1,0 1.0	 NA NA AUTO
4	 "1 1.0 0.75	 I	 1.0 1.5 MANUAL
5 1.0 0.75	 1.0 10 AUTO
6 0 NA	 i	 NA I	 NA j	 AUTO

7	 "3 1.0 0.75	 1.0 I	 0.75 I	 AUTO
9	 2 0.75 NA	 I	 1.0 1.0 AUTO
9 1.0 1.5	 NA ,	 NA MANUAL

10 0.75 NA	 I	 0.75 I	 NA A1JT0
11 1.0 0.75	 1.5 I	 NA MANUAL
12 0.75 NA	 I	 1.0 1.5 I	 MANUAL
13 1.0 0.75	 0.75 NA f	 AUTO
14 0 75 NA	 (	 1.0 i	 0.75 AUTO

"SEQUENCE OF TEST PROCEDURES

1. Subject's total time per procedure must have stabilized,

2. No errors permitted in the test run (last 5 procedures).
If the subject's times had not stabilized at the end of the second session,
additional sessions were conducted until the qualification criteria was

achieved.

Thirty-seven of the 45 subjects qualified on the procedure task in two
sessions. The remaining 8 subjects qualified in 3 sessions. Tu• o of
the 6-month test groups (Groups 5 and 8R, a total of 10 subjects) were
qualified and tested its a nu-flight mode; that is, they were not required
to fly the continuous control task while performing the procedure task.
This deviation was necessary with the first two groups because they
had previously qualified on the continuous control task (before the
procedure task was operational) in order to meet the 6 month interval
contractual obligation. The continuous control task experiment would
have been jeopardized if these groups had at: opportunity to perform the
continuous control task between the date of qualification and the date of

testing.
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Group Training Performance'erformance Equivalence

A total of eight months were required to corriplete the training of the
nine groups of test subjects on both the continuous control and pro-
cedure tasks. The 45 subjects who completed training flew a total of
1, 547 boost profiles for the continuous control task, averaging 34.4
flights to qualification (range: 13 to 68). For the procedure task, a
total of 8,410 trials were completed by the test subjects for an average
of 186. 9 trials to qualification (range: 160 to 240).

?+	 These subjects were randomly assigned to the nine retention practice
conditions and sequentially trained. Training; commenced first with
the subjects in the 6-month retention interval groups and progressed
to the shorter interval groups. By the time 60 percent of the subjects
had completed training, the first subjects in the long retention interval
groups were ready for final testing. Because of the time required to

train each subject on both tasks, and the number and duration of the
retention intervals under exarnirration, it was riot possible to match
each of the nine treatment groups on the basis of training qualification
performance.

In order to determine the extent of any qualification performance dif-
ferences between the treatment groups, and to assess the possible im-
pact on the interpretation of the retention test results, a series of be-
tween group analyses were performed on the qualification performance
data for both tasks. These analyses involved the application: of the

•	 analysis of variance (ANOVA) statistic to the number of flights or
trials to qualification and to each of the dependent performance measures
for the two tasks. For the three significant differences found, the dataw
were further evaluated using Duncan's New :Multiple Range Test.

The number of training flights to qualification on the continuous con-
trol task was subjected to the ANOVA to determine if the groups dif-
fered significantly in terms of the amount of training received. No
practical or significant differences across the nine groups was found.
The analysis of the number of trials to qualification on the procedure
task was likewise found to show no significant differences between the
nine groups.
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A total of eight ANOVA's were performed on the data arid variance of
the four continuous control dependent variables: altitude error and
altitude rate error at cutoff, and integrated altitude :tnd pitch error.
Only the ANOVA's of integrated pitch furor aid «ltitude rate error
variance revealed significant group differences. Table 6 depicts a

sum mary of the significant analyses of the qualification performance.

It can be seen that, for both continuous control performance measures,
the Duncan's test revealed overlapping sets of groups with ,io signifi-
cant performance differences. 1-'or i rtegrated pitch error, perfor-
mance group 6R was significantly better than group 5 and groups 3 and
7R were significantly better thari groups 8R, 2, 4, 9R and 5. All other
comiAnations of groups fail to reveal sigttiiicant differences. The re-
sults of the Duncan's test for altitude error variance indicated that
group 6R was less variable than group 2, and group 7 less than groups

8R, 4, and L.

Analysis of the precedure task qualification performance measures was

^.-

	

	 limited to the four time measures: initial response time, decision
time, sequence time and total response time. No analyses of errors
were made because the qu-ilificatiorl criteria required that no errors

be committed during training, qualification performance testing. The

only significant group ciiiierences detected by the ANOVA were for
initial response time. The summary of this result and the aszociated
Duncan's test results are also included in Table 6. Once .again .a series
of overlapping sets of groups with ao significant performance differences
were identified by Duncan's test. Specific group differences are sum-
marized as follows:	 The performance of groups 4 ;nd 3 was signif-

icantly faster than group	 group 5 perforrrrance was faster than
groups 1 and 2; and group 8R was faster than groups 6R, 9R, 7R, 1
and 2. All other combi.i,ttions of groups did riot reveal any perfor-

mance differences in terrrr:i of initial response time.
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,able 6: Training Qualification 'Pest Performance--Summary of Significant
Between Group Differences

DEPENDENT ANALYSIS OF DUNCAN'S TEST'wy^

VARIABLE VARIANCE (< 0.05 BY GROUP
N U h18 E R)

INTEGRATED         P I T ^^ H <10.01

ro
3	 7R	 6R	 1 . 8R	 2	 4	 9R

ERROR (F -,. 3.380, 8 --
(CONTIN000S CONTROL) AND 36 dt)

ALTITUDE RATE <-0.05 7R•6R•1.3.5-9R	 8R•4.2

ERROR VARIANCE (F „ 2.326, 8 ----	 —	 —
(CONTIN000S CONTROL) AND 36 dt) --

8R	 5 • 4	 3 • 6R_9Fi • 7R • 1 • 2
INITIAL RESPONSE < 0.01
TIME	 ` IF = 3.408, 8 ---- — --
,.PROCEDURE TASK) AND 36 dt) - --`—

'ANY TREATMENT GROUPS UNDERSCORED BY THE SAME UNE ARE NOT
SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT

The general conclusion to be obtained from the analysis of the subject's
qualification data was that the nine treatment groups were very- com-
parable in terrns of their performance. Of the 17 measures of training
equivalence for both tasks, only three showed any significant group
differences. The widespread overlapping of sets of groups with no per-
formance differences further reduced the overall impact of the three
significant differences found. The relationship of the overlapping group
sets to the experimental designs used to evaluate retention interval per-
formance revealed that, to a very great extent, the group sets associa-
ted with a particular experimental design showed little or no performance
differences.

Retention lnterval Refresher Trainin

The 45 test subjects were divided into nine 5-subject groups to measure
the effects of time on skill retention and to assess the eifectiveness of
two types of refresher training: static rehearsal practice and dynamic
warrnup practice. The group assignment to retention intervals and
refresher training conditions are depicted in Table 7.
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Table 7: Group Assignment to Retention Intervals and
Refresher Training Conditions

a

SUBJECT LFN(jTH OF NO-PRACTICE INTERVAL (MONTHS)
-

GROUP
r---- 5 -- - -

It

- - - -- - --

fi

-- — - -- 2 4 -----

• IEST • TEST • TESr
• WARMUP • WARMUP • AARMUP

---
• TEST

----- ---

• TEST

•TEST	
-

• TEST

— ---	 — _-- -^._-

2 • 1NARMUP
• TEST

• TEST

---- - -------

• WARMUP
• TEST

^ •TFST
4 I • WARMUP

. TEST

• TEST
5

I
• WARMUP

I	 • TEST

---- -	 --- -- -- --- — E - R --•REHEARSAL ^------ ---_
-^---^----- ---

6H
• TEST
• WARMUP
• TESL
• REHEARSAL

7R REHEARSAL I	 REHEARSAL
WARMUP

-- - — -	 --

• TEST
- ----- -- -- • R E H E A RSA L

BR i	 • TESTI
• WARMUP
• TEST
• REHEARSAL
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The first five groups received no relevant practice during the retention
interval. One of the five groups was tested one month after the coin-
pletion of training, another group two cnonths after training, another
after three months, another after four months, and the last after six
months, additional experimental data were obtaiiied from the one-
Lnonth group by retesting at the end of the second and third months. The
first and second month retention tests thereby served as dynamic warm-
up practice sessions for assessing the effects of monthly (distributed)
dynamic warmup practice on skill retention over i Months.

The remaining four groups were used to measure the effects of static
rehearsal practice after tinie lapses of 3 and 6 months. Two of these
groups received rehearsal practice after the 3 or 6 month :etentiori
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interval, followed i,tarnediatoly by retention testing. The other two
groups received rehearsal practice every month during the retention
interval and then office againi at the end of the interval itiaticdiately
prior to testing.

Each static rehearsal refresher training session w:is identical for all
subjects in the rehearsal practice groups. The frequency of, and time
at which this rehearsal training occurred, is depicted in Table 7. The
rehearsal training consisted of: (it) a review of the flight training
manual used during original training, (b) a series of fourteen 8 x 10
photographs of the cockpit environment, and (c) a written rehearsal
test (Appendix). 	 After the subjects arrived for their rehearsal brief-
ing, they were read a standard introduction which reiterated the pur-
pose of the study and what was expected of them. They were then pro-
vided a flight control manual for self review and the copies of the photo-
graphs of the displays. "These photographs were black and white, 8 x
10 glossy prints sequentially depicting the continuous control task dis-
play panel as it .appeared at each of the 13, 20-sec checkpoints and at
orbit insertion as specified on the guidance reference card (Appendix,

Figure A-3).

Upon completion of the flight manual review, the subject was instructed
to review the photographs, paying particular .attention to the coordina-
tion of the instrument readings at each checkpoint. In addition, the
subject was i:ist, ucted to try to anticipate the future flight progress as
a function of the depicted instrument information. The next photograph
in sequence provided the subject with feedback on the carrectness of
his predictions. After reviewing the flight control and procedure task
briefing materials, the subjects were given a self-test in narrative
form. These tests were designed to provide further reinforceinent of
key flight control and procedural operations and to assist the subjects

correcting misinterpretations of the tasks. The self-tests were
jointly reviewed by the subject and the experimenter for correction
and clarification.
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lrnrnediate Uynamic Wurmup practice w.tn provided to all subjects in
111 Kroupr a.r a function of retention testing. the first task perforinance
daring the retention te:;t, used to n-wasury the effects of time and re-
fresher traioittg technique. w 4 al >io t:sed is the first of at series of
;Idditional continuous control ilights, and procedure sequences. I'he
perforinance d.it.x t.tken .titer completion of thib series of task opera-
tiorib was it me.jaure of the effectiveneer, s of itnrnediatea dynamic wart-nup
practice on Kkill retention.

Perfor mances Retention Testing

Pretest calibration cheeks of the simulator operation and flight dynam-
ics were rnade prior to skill retention testing for each subject.	 Because
the training and testing schedules overlapped, the simulator was vir-
tually in continuous operation from the st.trt of training to the end of
testing,	 and routin es recalibration . he; cks show eL; no sign i f icant fluc-
tuations in the simulator, 	 As an addition.tl measure,	 however, a series
of read time and 10 tunes real time automatic flights were flown prior
to the testing on each subject.	 Performance measures of these flight
were comp.tred with perfortrrance me- hurt. 	 of autornitic rusts taker ►
during that subject's training to trisure that the simul.rtor was function-
ing the sarne for each subject.	 In addition, experirnetater test pilots
flew several flights prior to the subject's arrival in the simulattor area
to assess handling qu.tlitiem and simulator characteristics.	 No sigriif-
icant changes in simulator oper•ttior were observed.

. After the prescribed retention interval, each subject returned to the
sinittl.itor area for skill retention testing.	 The subjects were told that
their flight control and procedure task skill retention was going to be
r e	 ^.	 d d	 ^,	 j	 signed	 o o efome asuredre	 during the test session.	 I	 t subject way s ass	 t	 rr

the static rehearsal refresher training groups, he received a complete
rehe..rsatl briefing prior to flight testing.	 The subject was then seated
in the test chamber, the door was closed, and the intercommunications
links between the subject and the experimenterter were checked.	 The
flight control guidance referent:e :lard, 	 mounted on the instrument panel,
served as a checklist for the flight control t.tsk,	 and the procedure
task logic flow diagra;nr w•ts provided as it cht^cklist for the procedure
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task.	 The flow di:,^ r. errr was held ► rr .a t^,lrltcd cunrltttr,tt l.;y .4 ci ► Ij tea tic

test chart:hcr bulkhei-id. '1 he' 'Nuhject Wass ittett • uctud rtr'it to the•

procedure t.tnk checklist until .tfter tht' eouretefown Wt.SM cOtYt pleatad .end

t he mission started. A r+pecial e: vortcal circuit w:rsr installed can the

bulkhczad morinted clip to dente Ct, it the chvckltttt w1r t • vmwved prilrr to

the start of the flight.	 I hifs syatto m proved tv be mintacest!•iry •a„ A l

subjects followed the in.,t ructionu.

DurInt; the, re• terrttion tvst s e, -6sion e.%ch aubjc (I !'ICW	 ittlti.tl rel, t i,

teat flight folluwed by four inure flight prucedur y revue ncem. Appruxs-

mately unr minute w.ab rOcluired beRtwe:ett C& Ch flight ►n the tteA rtr., of

five to readuut the pvt-lurmance data iiind reacrt the simul.+tor	 At tlir

end of five flights, the subject watt Fx • rmitted to 1,4iite a N minute break

at which time lie could gt • t .,; i t of the t, • -%t chamkwr ge nd strvtch lit* '- vge.

After the rest period, the subjec:t re - e otered the .h.A ► nLx r And cvn-

titme d to fly .mo thvi n mericz. of live fhOitx and proc'etluretr ttrquencoo.

a•
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;.	 RESULTS

the study data were analyzed as tvvo separ -Ate evaluations for each of
the , two task types. The first, evaluated the effects of the duration of
the no-practice retention intervals and the effects of dynarnic warmup
practice on skill retention. Data for this evaluation were obtained
from the first 5-Subject gruups. The second, evaluated the effects of
yt<<tic rehears.+1 pt• . .tctice and dynarnic wartnup practice on skill reten-
tion <tt the 3- and 6-month retention intervals. The last four subject
groups (alt, 7R, HR and 9R) provided the rehearsal effects data, and
the 3 and t) months groups from the first evaluation p rovided the warm-
tip effects data.

Cunt lntious Control 'bas k

Effui is of Nu-Practice In t erval and Dynamic Warmu.p Pra ctic e

'File effects of duration of the no-practice retention interval and the
effects of dynamic. warrnup practice are depicted in Figures 8, 9, 10
.111d 11 for the flight control performance measures of altitude error,
integrated altitude error, altitude rate error and integrated pitch
error, respectively. The data plotted are the difference between the
retention test and the qualification performance for each retention
► ntc rval group. The qualification performance baseline was the per-
forrn.,nce achieved by each group at the end of training. The no-prac-
ticv retention test data was obtained from the first flight at the end of
the retention interval. The retention test with the benefit of one
dynamic warrttup pr y.ti ttce was obtained from the second flight at the
f • rvri of th . retention interval, .Lnd the retention test with five warmup
proc:titch wam obt.imcd from the sixth flight A the end of the retention
mtervat.

Clrc dat++ wr t v .malyzed using a two factor, :Mitlysis of variance de-

Rtµn, with rtt-pe.rtcd measures (subjects nested within groups). Figure
" depicts the an.rlyesis plan and ANOVA sim-irn ory for the effects of
do prR4cticr* avid dyn--4mic wartime practice on akili 	 t• ntion. [be
rv p iilts W Cheat" futir ANOVA'a kind Duncan's !.tultlplC ltange 'rCStS .ere	

r
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Figure 12: Experimental Design for Effects of No Practice Retention Interval
and Dynamic Warmup Practice on Skill Retention

depicted in Table 8. The general indications from the results of the

analyses and plots of the data are that performance on all measures
degraded with time with a general trend toward greater skill degra-
dation after 3 to 4 months without practice. Dynamic waruiup prac-

tice was generally effective in maintaining; performance at the train-
ing qualification levels.

Altitude Error.	 The data obtained using altitude error at orbit
insertion as a measure of performance showed a significant degrada-
tion uccurring between the trainin g qualification test and the retention
test at the end of the no-practice interval. The duration of the reten-
tion interval was not significantly related to the amount of degradation

`	 ob, erved. However, it can be seen in Figure 8 that the degradation
was relatively minor at the shorter intervals and reached an apparent

-	 asymptote after intervals of 3 months and longer.

The magnitude of the degradation was well within the range of prac-
tical iinportance, reaching an average of 2700 ft of altitude error after
no practice for the 3 month group. When compared to the 868 ft of
average error at the end of training (qualification baseline for the 3-
month group), error after the retention interval was increased by a
factor of 3. 1 or 1, 832 ft. For the 4- and 6-month groups. error was
increased by factors of 2. 3 and 2. 5, respectively.

1	
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W r.

Table 8: Summary of Analysis of Variance anci Duncan's "rests for Effects
of No Practice Retention Interval and Dynamic Warmup Practice
on Flight Control Skill Retention

VARIABLE
PERFORMANCE TESTS	 T

ANOVA	 DUNCAN'S K.05)

MONTHS

ANOVA	 DUNCAN'S K.051

ALTITUDE ERROR
i
	.05	 W X 01^:. NP NS

ALTITUDE RATE ERROR <.05	 W5OW1 NP NS

INTEGRATED ALTITUDE
ERROR <.05	 W5QW1 NP NS

INTEGRATED PITCH
ERROR <.05	 W5QW1 NP

t

<:.05	 31246

LEGEND
Q QUALIFICATION
NP NO PRACTICE
W 1 = 1 WARMUP PRACTICE
W 5 5 WARMUP PRACTICES

ANY TREATMENTS UNDERSCORED BY SAME
LINE ARE NOT SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT

After one wari-nup practice performance improved at the longer reten-
tion intervals. With five warmup trials performance was without
degradation at any retention interval. While the plots of the data
showed Some differences between qualification performance and per-
forrnance at the two levels of warmup practice, the Duncan's Test
failed to distinguish any significant differences.

Integrated Altitude Error and Altitude Rate Error. Significant
degradation was found at the end of the no-practice interval 2or per-
formance measured by integrated altitude error (Figure 9) and altitude
rate error at orbit insertion (Figure 10). The Duncan's test detected
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no significant differences between the qualification performance and
performance at the two levels of aynacnic warmup practice. Further,

the Duncan's Test failed to distinguish any differences between the
retention test with no practice and the retention test with one warmup
practice. While not statistically significant, plots of the data showed
apparent differences in no-practice skill retention as a function of

duration of the retention interval. For the measure of altitude rate
error, the greatest degradation occurred at the 3 to 4 month intervals
and with integrated altitude error the greatest degradation occurred at
the 3 month interval. With an average baseline qualification perfor-
mance error of 29 ft-sec, error for altitude rate was increased by a
factor of 2. 5 without practice. Integrated altitude error was increased
by a factor of 2. 1 at the 3 month interval, frorn an average qualification

baseline of 307 ft-sec to 653 ft-sec after no practice.

Opposite to what would be expected, the h month interval performance
not only !ailed to show a large performance decrement but it failed to
show any degradation whatsoever for the two performance measures.

'	 A thorough review of simulation profile stability records, test days
and test log failed to uncover any unusual procedural or hardware
differences which would account for the obviously unusual retention
performance of the 6 month retention interval group. An explanation
can be postulated, !,owever, which involves the task orientation of the
subjects in this group. There was anecdotal evidence that, after a
half year, the subjects in this retention interval group had essentially
forgotten how to integrate the task elements. Because the overall
task load was so great, the subject locked in on following the com-
manded attitude and altitude rate profiles, both of which had received
considerable emphasis during training. in attempting to do so during
the first retention interval flight, the subjects flew a profile which
had an acceptable altitude rate error and integrated altitude error.

This aPproach, however, is one that neglects other elements of the
totai task and which normally rt:sulted in high integrated pitch error
and altitude error at orbit insertion. During the first test flight, the
requirerrnent to use all of the displays to control the vehicle adequately
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and consistently became reinforced and was put to use during the
second flight. This one warmup practice and the concurrent awareness
of the total task resulted in improved altitude error and integrated
pitch error at the expense of altitude rate error on the second flight.
After 5 dynamic warmups, the practice with flight control based upon
all displayed information had reinstated performance un the totally
integrated task.

The results of the Duncan tests detected no significant differences
between performance at the two levels of warmup practice and at the
end of training. The one apparent aberrant failure of dimamic prac-
tice with five warmups, depicted by the mean performance of the 2
inonth group as measured by integrated altitude error (Figure 9), was

due to an unusually !sigh error for one subject. His error on this test
was three times greater than his no-practice performance and ex-
ceeded by a factor of 2. 8, the average error of the other 2 month
group subjects.

Integrated Pitch Error. The results for performance as measured
by integrated pitch error were straightforward as can be seen in
Figure 11. Performance was significantly degraded without practice
at the longer retention intervals and the effect of warmup practice
was to reduce the magnitude of the degradation. The Duncan's test
failed to find any difference between qualification performance and the
two levels of warrnup performance. Unlike the other measures of con-
tinuous control performance, integrated pitch error showed signifi-
cant differences between retention interval durations. Degradation
occurred after 3 inotahs reaching an apparent asymptotic maximum
at four months, exceeding average qualification performance error
by a factor of 1. 7.

Effects of Static Rehearsal Practice at 3 and 6 Montt; Intervals

The effectiveness of static rehearsal practice methods for countering;
skill degradation at 3 and 6 month no-practice intervals is depicted
in Figures 13, 14, 15 and 16 for the performance measures of alti-
tude error, integrated altitude error, altitude rate error and integrated
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altitude error, altitude rate error and integrated pitch error, respec-
tively. The data plotted is absolute error measured from the desired
flight profile. Two of the rehearsal groups provided the data for ir11-
rYrediate rehearsal and distributed rehearsal at the 3 month interval
and the two remaining subject groups provided the plots for distributed
and immediate rehearsal practice at the 6 month interval. Included
in the figures are data frorn the 3 and 6 month groups from the first
evaluation, which provide a comparison to the error levels for no
practice and five warmup practice trials. The plotted qualification
performance levels are the mean of the three groups at the 3 month
interval and the three groups at the 6 month interval.

The data were analyzed using a three factor analysis of variance de-
sign with repeated measures on one factor. Figure 17 depicts the
analysis plan, an ANI OVA summary for the between-group effects of
months and practice methods, and the within-groups effects of per-
formance tests (addition of dynamic warrnup practice) on skill reten-
tion.

PERFORMANCE TESTS

1

Oa	 O^

ANOVA SUMMARY

O^Q` ^`'~ P ^^ ^pP 6`^ 

APP

SOUR^:F ,•

BETWEEN SUBJECTS :9
MONTHS 00) 1
MF THODS (PI 7
MP 2
S, WITHIN GPS ;4

VVITHI`. SUBJECTS X)
TESTS IT; 3
M1 3
PT b
MPT 6
T , S% 0111 HIN CY PS 17

TOTAL 119

Figure 11: Experimental Design for Effect of Practice Methods on Skill

Retention After Three and Six Months
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bi gener.al, tht• results, depicted in the figures indicates that static

rehearsal tvchrti(pics rvduced the rtar ► knitude of the skill degradation,

with distributed r• c-hearbatl r,tore effective than immediate rehe,araael.

The pe.rturmance invasure:b retspunded sumewhat diftcrrr:tl% to the
application of the retention methods which tended to indicate that tine
four perfurinance variableb were rneateuring different elements of the

task.

I'1ia benefj6al uffercts of dyn.t;t ► ic warinup practice and static rehear-

sal pr.ctice appeared to fora ► a contiiiueim in terms ,I practice method

coMplexity. The data fur altitutir. error showed an alr:aost ciassic pro-
gret,sion in reduction of degr.tdation as as function of triethud. Except
for the previously discusbed deviant no-practice data fur the b month
group, data for integrated altitude error and altitude rate error gen-
erally followt d the same pattern. However, the d.tta for aritVgrated

pitch terror showed practically no difference between the static rehear-

 ,' rriethods and dyn.e ► nic warmup. While not plotted on the figures,

the addition of warmup practice, to the static rehearsal practice rneth-

ods (Gnd or oath retention test) did not rvducc skill degradation beyond
that of dynamic warmup practice alone for any group.

Altitude Error.	 rhea data obtained using altitude: error at o0jit

.-sertion as A measure of pvrformance showed no Significant retention
differences pia a function of months. The data, depicted in Figure 13,

showed a strong trend ( p 	 . 10) towards differences between practice
methodic. Static rehearsal immediately preceding retention testing;
reduced the extent of de.gr.tdation aver that iowid for no practice.

Dibtri aauted rehearsal practice further reduced the magnitude of skill

degradation to the point that, at the 3 month interval, performance
equalled that at the end of training. However, dynamic warmup prac-
tice was the only method which reinstated performance to training

qualification levels at the 6 month interval.

liategrated Altitude Error. The effects of practice methods on
e perforin.ince as measured by integrated altitude error were sig-
.icant (p < . 05). There was no difference in skill retention as a
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i tticticn of months. Distributed stat : c rehearsal practice w;es cut,-

e,i.tent)^ !Iiorr e4llc.ient tl.. ' n itm :ie diatu static rehearsal l)r:+cticv in
reducing mkill dogra l.oiun. Am an bey bcen in I • igur y 1 .1, inkniediate
rehe:ars4l failed to reinstate perfortnnitce to gowlific.ttion ievelb,
while distributed rehe::rs,il and dyn:,mic w.•.,rmttp prw014,,- wert, sui-
ficient to prevent bt.ill c.eg.-adetion, 	 llie Duncan'* lost she>wed tit ;+
the distributed rehearsal practice watt si t,; ficantly diftcrent ( p , w)j

from the no-practice pr-rtorrriance lrvels, while immediate rehearsal

wab not. Ihstributec. -vhtara,tl plub warm.ip practice Ltilecl to show

>>y improvernent over 5 dynan-lic wartnup practices alone; hov.rvor,

distributed rehearsal pluh wartnup was it	 t,%er

immediate rehearsal with wi r ► nup.

The int e raction between the nu - practice prrfor+t,,mcr and tt.et itYimfedi-
ate retie arbal pk'.rlortnanLv itl	 lu n ation e)I Lite ein ui:u it h munth Kro,Ap

no - practice data as previously die+c:uasc d otid may have .tccoia%ttd for

the absence of any btatistical impruvvi-tent in prr ormance of irtirnedi•
ate rehearsal over tio-practice. The apparent diec'repancy l.,r.twern
perforrnance with no-practice tend performance with the two tvpefa of

rehearsal practice was prob;ably It function of the subject's +tntirr-

standinb of the task at the end of the rt-tention interval, The a month
no-practice group, focussed on only some of they taw1: el*ments. and

as such, first retention test perfurmati,:.e on integrated altitudes ear t,^er
was unusually good. On the ether hind. the subjec:ta, th^st received
rehearsal practice had an understanding and .-tppreciation of the tat.;1
task requirements reinforced during the reheorbtal, and thertlore
attempted to periorn-i well on -tit clements of the flight %:ontrol task.
It must be assumed that if the subjects in the b tnoaitla rev-l,rrtctice
group had attempted to attend to all task eletnentb, ttiu no-practice
data would have shown average error that was ecl aal to or greater

than that experienced by the 3 month group.

Altitude Rate Error. No statistically significant practice ttinthod
differences \,,,ere detected as a function of the perfortit.ence rrieileurt of
altitude rate error at orbit insertion. This failure to find 1bt.tt ► btic141
significance was probabl y due to the unusually low error pertor ►nance
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ithieved with no practice by the 6 month group. "There was a trend
r,.rw:irdsv -a difference between performance at the two retention in-
terv•,ls (p • . 10). It car. ue seen from Figure 15 that the static re-
hearsal inothod:a contributed greatly to this trend. Both immediate
rrtir:irsal and distributed rehearsal showed little: degradation at the
? month retention interval; however, at the 6 month interval both
showed a greater increase in degradation. Only distributed rehearsal
pv rform..ance remained relatively close to qualification pc rforrliance
levc!le+. As with integrated altitude error, the previously discussed
kcrrant data for the 6 month no-practice group made clear compari-
,nn hetwee.n practice r»etliods difficult for the altitude rate error

MO. a&urv. Phis difficult} is relieved by the assumption that perfor-
rn,Ance after 6 months would have been severely degraded had the sub-
Jectss attended to the total task. As it is difficult to assume that prac-
tice of .in) , type is worse than no practice at all, this interpretation
ippeared appropriate.

lntt^ruted Fitch Erro r. There was little practical and no statis-
tical cliffr. rence between the practice methods and qualification perf.rr-

rnanct• as measured by integrated pitch error. Figure 16 shows how

closel y the data for the practice methods was grouped and the signifi-
cant diltr renc:e ( Dutican's, p <. 05) between the practice methods and
no practice. both immediate and distributed rehearsal clearly main-
tained acceptable performance. % armup ;done did rot, and while not
significantly different from the qualification performance levels, the
magnitude of degradation could have practical importance. The com-
bination of warsnup and distributed rehearsal, while not plotted, re-
:;ultcd in the best test performance.

There was .a significant interaction (p <.01) between methods and per-
formance tests. The data showed relatively small differences ,across
performance tests for the static rehearsal method groups, and for the
dynamic warmup group when warmup practice was used (2nd arid 6th
retention test, Figure 17). Therefore, it was the large increase in
degradation with no practice at the end of the 6 rnontli retention inter-
val which caused th.: significant methods by tests interaction.
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There was a significant difference between performance at the 3 and
6 month intervals (p <.01). It can be seen in Figure 16 that each

measure consistently showed greater integrated pitch error at the 6
month interval. However, frorn the analysis of the training data it
was further noted that the baseline qualification performance of two
6 month groups was also greater. While the differences between per-

formance measures were relatively greater at the 6 month interval,
they were small. These minor increases and the absence of a sig-
nificant methods by months interaction suggested that there was no
practical difference between months for the practice methods.

Procedure Task

Effects of No Practice interval and Dynamic Warmup Practice
c

Five procedure task operations were completed in a specified sequence
during each flight with the order of the sequences reversed from flight
to flight. Table 5 depicts the five procedure task sequences in the
order they were completed during each flight. At the end of training,
the last procedure task sequence in order (Sequence No. 4) was the
most complex in terms of difficulty and number of decisions. This
same procedure sequence was the first tested at the end of the reten-
tion interval. Thus the qualification performance baseline was the
average performance achieved by each group at the end of training on
Procedure Sequence 4. The no practice retention test data was obtain-
ed during the first flight at the end of the interval on Procedure Se-
quence 4.

Due to the very small a-mount of warmup practice afforded by one pro -
cedure task trial, ten warmup practice trials were used as the minimum
amount of practice. The first procedure sequence of the third flight
at the end of retention interval provided a measure of dynamic prac-
tice with ten warmups. The retention data with LO warmup practices
was obtained from the first procedure operation (Sequence 4) of the
fifth retention test flight.

The effects of the no practice interval and the effects of dynamic
warmup practice were evaluated using both the time and error measures
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of procedure task performance. The data were analyzed with the
same two factor analysis of variance design used for the continuous
task. (Figure 12). The results of these four ANOVA's and the Duncan's
:Multiple Range Test are depicted in Table 9.

fable 9: Summar y of Analysis of Variance and Duncan's Tests for
Effects of No Practice Retention Interval and D ynamic Warnup
Practice on Procedure Skill Retention

VARIABLE
PERFORMANCE TEST

ANOVA	 DUNCAN'S (<.05)
MONTHS

ANOVA	 DUNCAN'S (<.05)

INITIAL RESPONSE TWE <.01 QW20W10 NP NS

DECISION TIME <.01 OW20Vj10 NP NS

SEQUENCE TIME <.01 OW20W10 NP NS

TOTAL TIME i	 <.01 QW20W10 NP NS	 1	 2 3 4 6

L
L ,	 VD.

ANY TREATMENTS UNDERSCORED BY SAME
0	 =	 QUALIFICATION LINE ARE NOT SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT= NP	 ^^ PRACTICE
W 10 =	 10 WARMUP PRACTICE
W20 =	 20 WARMUP PRACTICES

In general, performance degraded significantly at the end of retention

interval for all time measures of performance. 	 Figures 18,	 19, 20
and 21 depict the effects of retention interval duration and dynamic
warrnup practice on procedure task performance as measured by
initial response time, average decision time, average sequence time
and total procedure time, respectively.	 There was an apparent trend
towards greater skill degradation with longer no practice intervals.
The absence of any differences between qualification and the retention
tests with warmup prevented statistical detection of months effects
for the no-practice data.	 However, as can be seen from plots of the

data,	 retention performance on all measures showed a sharp increase
3

in degradation after 4 months without practice.

Total Procedure Time. As an overall treasure of procedure task
performance, the total time required to perform the most complex
procedure sequence provided a dramatic dernonstration of performance

Y
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degradation and warmup recovery (Figure _'i).	 At the shortvbi reten-

tion interval without practice (I nionth),	 the average total tirnv to con).

plete the procedure svqtience w.ts	 spproxiniately five times greater

than that required at the end of training. 	 This in,ignitude of degrade-

tion continued through the Z and 3 month no-practice retention intvr-

A drainatic increase in degradation w.is seen after 4 niunths

without practice, where the total time reqtiired to complete the proce-

dure was 17 ..inies greater than that the end of training. 	 When ten or

more d^narnic wjrrnvq) procedUre task trials preceded the retention

test, no appreciable degradation in performance was found at any re-

tentiun interval.

,here wits a significant performance tests by months interaction (p

05).	 Frorn the plot of the totItl tirne data in Figure -'I,	 il can be seen

that there was essentially no difference between qualilication and warm-

up performance, and that perforn-iance was constant acruss rctention

intervals.	 The no practice performance was degraded, 	 And this deg-

radation increased with the longer retention intervals. 	 The signifi-

cant tests by rrionths interaction detected these differences and indi-

cated that no practice performance degradation increased as 
a tunctiun

of the retention interval duratiun.

1nitial,	 Decision, and Sequence Time.	 The saine general effects

of the practice methods and retention intervals were seen foi- the dis-

crete elements of procedure task performance: 	 initial reaction time,

decision time and sequence time. 	 Initial response tinit was a very

basic measure of psychorsiotur perfurmance ^.vfiich required a rninimum

of task understanding or decision inaking. 	 The pilot only had to re -

n-ictriber,	 and then make,	 unt, response to the flashing warning light.

With such zi basic measure of psychumotor performance, the rnagnitude

of skill degradation %vas not expected to be very large even over the

longest retention interv,.ils.	 The reskilts depicted in Figure lb showed

that this wits,	 in fact,	 the case,	 with responsv tinl e increasing fror-Ti

about I second to 1. 8 seconds tit the 3 month interval.	 Ulowe ,.er. UVVII

with this basic measure, 	 performance degradation increased sharply

at intervals of 4 months and longer without practice.
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it

	

	 lh.•r_ibion tiou p rforrrtance as depicted in Figure 19 showed a great-
ni gaittide of degradation without practice than did initial response
t;,^tv. This was as expected, becaus e: as a perfurtnance measure,
etc c.jst +jn tirne required greater cognitive involvement, memory of mul-
tiple decision .choices and responises which were more susceptible
to tht , degrading tttfluenceb of time. Up to interv,-ilb of 3 monttib,
dreisionb rc-qutrud tram four to beven times longer than that at the
cod of training. Similar to tlm measure:+ of totai and initial response
time, average decision time showed .a large increase in degradation
after four or more months without practice. This degradation amounted
to an increase in average decision tune of from 0. is seconas at quali-
ficattun to 11. 7 n ec•onds .after 4 ciiontl;s without practice. Considering
tl,.,t each procedure required four sepa.ate de: isions, degr id.atton of

this magnitude w,,s of conaider.ible practical importance.

Sequence time which required re metribering a set order of sequential
responses showed a level of degradation that was intermediate between

E

	

	
initial and decision t imeb for the first 3 rnonthis without practice. Af-
ter 4 months, the ability to remeniber the order of rebponse;s degraded

rapidly as can be seen by the sharp increase in .i-vcrage Sequence
time depicted in Figure 20.

Dynamic warrnup practice resulted in reiiistating performance to they
levels achieved at the end of training fur each of the discrete rle;tlaer:ts
of procedure task perfort-nance. 'The 11incan' s test showed no sigtaafi-

•

	

	 cant difference between qualification levels of performance and lx• r
forrnance at the L levels of warrnup practice. Significant difi'viences

were found (Duncan's: p -( . 05) txtween these three pvrfortnance teests
and the no-practice performance test.

L:rror. Perforniance. Procedure task perfurtn.ancr a b rne.tsured
by procedural errors likewise showed degradatior; after intervals of

-

	

	 time without practice. Both sequence: and decision e: rorb were found
to occur with no-practices retention intervals of 2 months or longer.
The average number of sequence and decision errors are depicted to
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Figure 22 with the combination of both showing the total number of
rror5 committed at each retention interval. No errors occurred for

the :shortest (1 month) nopractice interval, and with intervals of 2
months or longer the number of errors remained relatively constant.

1	 2	 3	 4

RETENTION INTERVAL (MONTHS)

Figure 22: Average `umber of Procedural Errors on First Trial

After Retention Interval Witliout Practice and With
Rehearsal Practice at 3 and b Month Intervals

Included in Figure- 22 are the average number of errors committed by
the in mediate and distributed rehearsal groups at the 3 and 6 month
retention intervals. It can be seen that decision errors accounted for
inure than half of the total error occurrences under the no practice
conditions. At the 3 month retention interval, the static rehearsal
practice methods eliminated all sequence and virtually all decision
error occurrences. At the 6 month interval, distributed rehearsal
pr.tetic.e eliminated sequence errors and virtually all derision errors.

While not plotted, dynamic warnmp practice eliminated the occurrence
of .ill vrrora except at the o month interval, where an average of 0.4
errors were: comrni.ted per procedure trial, equally divided between
sequence and decision errors. No errors occurred for any combination
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the CorTibination of warmup and either method of static rehearsal
totally eliminated degradation.

I

NO

PRACTICE

J
/

s

DIS1 RIBUTED
REHEARSAL

AAHMUP
_	 IMMEDIATE

►~ ^^^°^""`°---	 REHEAR $A L

QUALIFICATION

i.
3	 6

RETENTION INTERVAL (MONTHS)

F'igore '3: Initial Response Time --- E:ffect of Static
Rehearsal Practice on Performance

Decision Time. The average time required to make each of the
tuur decisions in the procedure task sequence is plotted as a function
of retention method and interval in Figure 24. The main effects of
retention methods and performance tests were significant (p . .00S).
Similarly, the months by performance tests, retention methods by
performance tests and the months by methods by testa interactionb
were all significant (p .005).
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the impact of all of these effects are revealed by Figure 24. The
methods effect showed that immediate rehearsal and distributed re-
hearsal groups had less degradation than the warmup group (Duncan's
p <. 05). The test effect, which indicated significant degradation on
the first retention flight, coupled with a significant methods by tests
interaction indicated that it was the no-practice data for the warnuip
group that caused the significant degradation differences. Both the
months by tests and months by tests by methods interactions indicated
the greatest degradation was on the first performance test for the 6
month no-practice data. While not significant, degradation was not

totally eliminated until the combination of both warrnup and rehearsal
waa used.

NO PRACTICE
l

r
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Sequence Time. The d.-ta for averlagt , sequence tin ►r w., p *trik-

ingly similar to that found for initial rt-sponse tint: with one not.il,le
exception, the rei.,,tive degradation at the a month interval without
practice was dranwtically greater (Figure 25). The sigiilt;c:ant r Ain.

effect of tests (p. . 025) indicated severe degrattatlun on the firwt 1-c-

tention test with an improvement in performance with addition of w.iri:t-

up practice. A strong trerid towards a significant me?hoda t,; trata

interaction ( p , . 10) indicated that the test effect was due tta thr no-
practice data for the warmup pruitp, the kmalysis found no almnificant
differences across methods; however, it was noted th.it eithair Litt:resiurd

amounts of warmup practice or the addition of w:+rrimp pra '.tic:r to
either static rehearsal nicthud re:instatcd pt rfuraianec► to tr,a yu$111i-

cation levels ( Duncan's, p ^ . 05).

Tot.!l 1rocedure Time=. The effects of rehearsal mothodit en the

total time -cquired to cutrcplete the procedurr t4olk to drpivoll in "'ig

ore 26. The data showed that, it$ .t atetrnit.+t ton Of thS (11t1C t'eetc 111,r-

ments of procedure task pv rformarice, thr t.it:tl a>rocodur y Oino d :t»

were very comparable to the rraults (ire, iti3eel .,c,uva. lhu tsFnm c•t-

fects of performance testb indicated that uigr)lt`icanf dtidrat ratiutt

occurred on the first test at Vic end of ttie rvt. e nttu t c ti ►tct°.5c: tit.	 Iffi'_st,

and that perturmanc.e w,,x reintjf.;trd by the 1rzc'lusioi' +,i ..•;ttttca>,.,i

warmup practice. Th 	 i;tt mrthocisi ottr4t (p	 ^t -• set

that this degradation was eit ►tat to alit w.irrtcup ge uciN Whi.1.	 .....wcet tru.:es;

retention performance a0 compare d to the rot e-+t' iitl 11 t'Ni4ti41

As can be seen in Figure 26 mid thv troeulte t)1 lt+v t i jpt.ft. : nwti oa—

by testa in:eraction (p	 .00) ftirti,or indicated that tittr: it. . , :.cntiora

w.is dice to Lhe; no-practice dates of the wAroimp s,..•+p,	 11;e	 >-ott+a, Ei^-

teats (p • . 005), months by mothud* (p 	 001, grid O# ar t^ , t.	 ) O;ietc -

action ( p	 . ()1) tudirratod tit„t tier ro waa : di' 11a441 4 c N►t ..:.r • i,• a. E.-

dittion for the wactimp group Mttrr tr mc:t.ti y a 4, 0114, 41 P"ttt, a	 4,p

rr"tilts of tht' a, a ly mo & i4nd t)MA ",4 4.610 ,.it tit# ikata Wf itfrte3Q *:q tii i\	 i —i...i

or µritrticil diatrre rice : tr, }rrrtl3Flr.x}it tkWttiwau v a, I lia 141b" , r*tto'***^%l
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Figure 26: Total Procedure Time --- Effect. of Static Rehearsal Practice
on Performance

Although the difference between qualification performance and jwr or-
mance at the end of the retention interval with practice was not sig-
nificant, the levels of practice depicted in Figure L6 were not comple-
tely sufficient to reinstate performance to the qualification levels.

G oiaerally speaking, even with the beriefits of static or dynamic prac-
tice, approximately twice the total time was required to cornplete the
procedure task at the end of the retention interval than was required
at the end of training. While not plotted, increased arnou yit> of warm-
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Lip practice or the addition of warmup to the static rehearsal practice
methods further reduced degradation levels resulting in performance
virtually equivalent to that obtained at tl , :: -̂ rid of training.

Distributed Warniup Pra ctice at 3 Month Interva l

Subject Group 1 provided data for the evaluation of no practice and
dynamic warmup practice for the 1 month retention interval. This
same group was retested at the end of 2 and 3 months, thereby pro-
viding dynamic warmup practice distributed over the 3 month retention
interval. No difference in degradation was detected at the 3 month
interval between this distributed warmup practice and the warmup
practice provided immediately before retention testing; for any measure

of perf^:. ._ince.
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4.	 DISCUSSION

The small number of subjects represented in each treatment group
hindered a completely valid statistical representation of the results.
Fortunately, sufficient significant differences and strong trends were
detected to provide a reasonable representation of the results. Where
differences of large magnitude occurred without statistical significance,
the shape of the performance measure degraciatiun function across con-
ditions often indicated that probable significance would have been ob-
tained with a larger sample size. Further, in home cases, experience
and judgement were used to determine if the differences were of any
practical significance (it' importance,

Viewed across all performance m eri sures, significant degradation in

performance occurred after intervals of no practice for both the con-
tinuous control and procedure tasks. In general, continuous control
performance degradations was relatively rc ► i,derate until 3 munths had

elapsed without practice. At that time, degradation increased sharp-
ly with ave rage error 1.7 to 3. 1 times grr.:tter thark at the end of traiii-

ing. the (iata suggested that skill d--gradation had reached its peak
at about 4 m onths.

Procedure performance, on thk! other hand, showed strong degradation
after only 1 :^y onth without practice.This sibr^ificaw Ivvel of degr z-
dation remained relatively constant through ? rriontlis without practic.t..
Similar to the continuous control task, procedure purformanc:e tihowed
a sharp increase in degradation at 	 ► nonths. Further, the relative
magnitude of procedural skill degradation was greater than that for
the continual control task. As an overall rrreask:re of task performance ,
Dtai procedure time was almost five times greater after the shortest
etention interval than at t17e end of training; and was 17 t lnre:s greater

fter •1 months.

'he capacity of the static rehearsal and dynatnic warn,rup practice
rethods to maintain performance was closely associated with the
aeasure of task performance. For each task, dynamic warn top was
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required to maintain skills as measured by some performance variables
while static rehearsal was sufficient for others. In some cases, deg-
radation was not completely eliminated until a combination of both
methods was used.

For the continuous control task, distributed rehearsal prevented deg-
radation at the 3 month interval for all measures of performance. It
is important to note that the rehearsal had to be repealed at regular
intervals during the retention period. A single irimiediate rehearsal
practice at the end of the retention interval was insufficient to maul-

.	 tain performance. After o months, distributed rehearsal was sufficient

to maintain performance for only two of the four measures: integrated
altitude error and integrated pitch error. Dynamic warmup practice
maintained acceptable performance for three of the four flight control
measures after 0 months. While not st.atibtically significant, and of

questionnable practical importance, warmup failed to maintain per-

fort-Lance as measured by integrated pitch error. Considering all
n-reasr_ires of control task performance, the results showed that at u
months, warmup practice or a combination of warmup and dy naillic
rehearsal practice was required to prevent the occurrence of dog,ra-

dation of skills.

Procedure task performance was effectively maintained by all prac-
tice methods in terms of the time measures. While suede differcncen
between methods were observed, none were of practical importance.
Interestingly, of the individual methods, only dynamic warmup was
able to totally eliminate degradation; and then, only for initial response
time at the 3 month interval. As with the continuous control 1.aak,

the combination of warmup and rehearsal prevented degradation for
all measures. In terms of the error measures, both rehearsal and
warmup reinstated performance equally. The general overall result,
frorn both a statistical. and practical viewpoint, was that rehearsal
techniques effectively maintained procedural performance at both, the
3 and b month retention intervals.

o4
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The re:;ults reflected a fundamt•ntal differr ► tce in skill (JVgr:td;,stun
between tht.- procedurt .end continuous cuntrul t., .ks. W1 ,,ile bull, t.,,kx

showed a similar de t;r.adatiun function .aerost, rt tt*ration intervals, the
relative degradation of tl ► e procedure task was consistently gre.itt•r.

The mag nitude of the degradation was clearly unaccuptable at the
shortest interval for the procedure task, and at a level which was not

found for the continuous control task until 3 munths without practice.
At 3 to -1 months, when both tasks showed the sharply increabed lush
in performance, the relative degradation magnitudt • of the procedure
task was five times greater tl,.cn the cuntinuous control t. ► sk. Further,

this difference between the tasks was highlighted by the finding that
static tehr<► rs ..1 ►netl,vd:, Luuntercd dcgra&, tion effectively for the prlo-
cedure t.i:,k, while dynamic wartriup practice. ap l p ared netc.b.^r^ i r

retention of the continuous control task.

It was apparent that these differences between procedure: and continous
cuntrul tasks were not solely a function of the general t: , sk type, but
were a function of* the type of performance that was being treasured.

Within sal h task, the rtte.asut• eaa of skill	 sensitive to different

E
	 rlemcnam of tank performance, as with &huwn by the differt•itt retention

r	 interval . ► cad retraining effectb.

l ht ae tamk performanct- elenirnts can be viewed acr^,ss ,a continuum

from highly cognitive , ^tform .ttiun processing and dt • c.taiun retaking to
discrete and continuout, pmychumutor performance. Procedural tanks

gentrailly iavolva e► killa more tuw.Ard the c ogt,ttive end of the bpc:ctruna

?

	

	 while flight c.untrol &kills art ,. mortu cluac ly oriented tou,trd the Motor.

Thr re+foree, it can be ;is atime d tl. tt rt-t rain ing rnethoda %% hiclo involvo
sietrr ,Alvv, ve rbal. or ptc,torial t.tak rehe7iarbal, )1eiitg r.r,rrnttally cog-

oitive- in nxaturet *huu.1d t,e moat ,appropri ate for procedure tasks, while
the interactive manual control pr.tctice ttfturcierl by d1natttic wari-nup
should t),r appropriate tur .:oatmuuu% c:untrol t. ► raks.

llowe%vr, skill dvgr.adatlon w,: ► es festtnd to vary .,& a function of practice

metl.od. differently for the performance rnr;,sure b of the a..,rrie task.
t	

Vor exa ►ttple. the el;fet:ctm uC wirmup :ind rolee.areial furetied a continutati•t

bS
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as a function of performance measure for the cuntintious control task.

The data for altitude error showed an almost classic progression in

the reduction of degradation as a funrt.iota of method, while for inte-

grated pitch error there was apparently little difference between the

methods with rehearsal being adequate. Performance measured by

altitude rate error and integrated altitude error was in the middle

of the continuum, generally following the expected trend, but obvious-

1y benefitted by rehearsal. Rehearsal strongly affected continuuus

control skill elements which were measured by these twu variables.

Further the benefit was most strongly observed for these subjects
who had these skill elements repe.,tedly reiraorred in their mvmcry
during; distributed rehearsal.

Since one aspect of the control task required the subjects to maintain

the appropriate altitudes and rates commanded on the prwile card,

the card had to be regularly scanned throughout the mist-iutr. '1 tie

net result was that the task time available fur the. inbtrutneni mani-

toring, information integration and control rr- ponsc was reduced and
the uppurtunit} fur error wa., increased 	 Thunr. ruUjvLts pru^idrd
with distributed rehearsal had the altitude and altitude r.tt y protilea
so well in mind that the time requirrc, to scan tend irrtagirate ttl '• pro-
file card information was rninirnisl. 'The: net re.-WIt in thit, , zmc- witty

Lire ab ility to COne:rtitr.ate on monitoring the int trutztrntst .:ntl control-

i44g the flight with less error.

The purpose of this discushion and ex.& pip is to strongly puint ow

that the tdrlettion of rrreasurve of utsk prrfur, :rice ie critic„1	 In

this -,t ► tdy, it can be seer. th .,t ,trore their one conclusion could e+:avc

been rvache::d if only one ur anuthrr of the pvrforio,ince moatsurrt: h;.d

been wood. Care inumt. be, take n in future studies to ia,r+urt, drat all

elernente, of ta- sk performance are .,de (luatrly isarrtpled, and ir:terpre-

tations and conclusions are bused on not only itrdicidual nrea:sur,rr= btit

overall pe:rforrnancr as we•!1, 	 ll).s is critical meat onIN from rise -.land-

point of dete rm in ing the rti agnrtude: wind ! A(c of skill degradation, tse.t
equ.tll} important for the selection ut drvelupti.eto of it.. roost .zpl,ru-

priate methorla or coff&L natiuttr, of rnemods which well prevent elrA. ii-

tion. Most ce rta inly. much of the conflict in the , lito. rature, onc.er n ing

bb
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the types w ! ., kills which degrade, when and by hov much, "ind what

rt-t raining i-, required, was eauscd tay the difft-rent measurres of Fx• r-

turm.,Ilir ust • cl to ev.,lu,Itr rrtrtttiorl of task skills.

5.	 lt1:F L.R1' VCES
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^ "  , 71 ,7777-  i ,	 f (1t t'+ l^' ii^^y	 ^ttlpsilli,	 A t-6-A

,:•	 :``sijior, J. G. trid G. k.• Brigpi. 	 L.ul	 rni Prtentaon of
L.e trrled Skills: A Neviewtat Ilse 1.iterat"rr_. ^. .a t-77nit.,
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AFPENDIX - SUBJECT TRAINING PACKAGE

ul;,^, ^t ^r.ainini; anci Relicar_il firivitiibe:

This appendix contains the materials initially presenlvd to thr test subjrcts
at the beginning of their training and later used for ret.r;ars,al briefings.

During the pretraining orwritation the m atrrlal %k'aa prt- srntrd vcrbally.

During the irionthl^ retention inter%al r,-i.t arsal hrit • :r:.gi, and prior to thr
final test, the rehearsal group aubjrct, rr.td thr brit ting materials with

only verbal clarification provided by the rxperirnente. r. The written Cort-

tinuous control and procrdurt • task self-tert,, wer e - otnpleted with each
rehearsal briefing followed by experimt-ntrr correction .and clarification
on^rne fit s.

the introduction to both the subject train ing; and retr:,tiori intrr^_%l rvhrarmal

briefing:, were_ : to ad to the subjects as follows:

Bot-ing is under contract to the NAaA tiia:.ned Spacecraft

Crnt,•r fit Houston to wvemotig .ite the dvgr.tdatiun of learned

skill:+.	 Itic., purpose of tliir study effort is to determine it

certain Ivarned skills deg;r.adc• over tune, and wt..:.t trch-

titqueat itiay ht- applir,t to countr.ract the rfiects of timr - based
:.kill degrat!ation. In order t o ac.compliah the required ir:-

c	 vrstigaliuii wo (are trainit%) (have trwwed) a group of tesst

mUbjects to performs ritnulAted astronaut tASka. Aa one .,t

the teat subycts, you (will I a .t e ll) ( l rarne d) twt., t.aai•.b a na o-

:latro with operating d bitti.l <ttr. p ali4cc v e laicir for the meant

tc, orbit priith : of the Miasiott durii,g your initial tr.ainii.g.

Uport c-om pletion ca training, sour pt • rform.tn`a (will fit*)

(w;i,r) trstrd for latz r comparison, with your pvrtc;rmancr at

the end of (1) (x) (1) (4) (6) rnortths.

The tirat ta:.t~ invulvrn manual . ororol od -a ar irnulwtra :poCr
vehiclr from Idunch to orbit insc Mon. It i s referred to

sat the "Continuous Control Tack ' in which bAmic flight

t-!a1rrurrierr 'it* are nionitored i^ir,d control irtjruts mlade to "fly
thr vehic.lr intu the cie otred cubit.

I.
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c unu taan ::ivOlvrh a simulated flliilire of a primary,

t	 .:,atrument and ib referred to as the ''Procedure 'Mask.
11rt,	 rt-atling* art, taken and t;ystcnib actuated in order to

invedti t Ate and alleviate (if possible) the emergency situa-

tion associated with attitude indicator failures.

rht. following instructions wt- re read to the rehearsal group subjects only.

The=re art• 3,rv;-ra1 groups oi subjects who receive difte rent

t y pe% of rete ntion training over difit•rent time intervale,.

Your group receives (Monthly brieztng,%Z (;a pre-teat briefing)

to refresh ;our mrttiory° of the tasks. This package ..onta,ins

briefing inat-•riala for botl; the continuous control and peo-

cedural t.,mna. Includrd with the training p.ickagr Lire a, series

of photagrapi.s of the iligia control di-play panel t.iKen at

30 secot . d mtervniw during the flight, c orrrapon uing to each

of the. checkp oints specified on the guidance rvit-rence card.

Review theses	 raphs, paying particular attention to

the relationship brtw vc-a :^,r iustrumv: ,t readings. 1..,:ring

our rvvlr . tr y to asititipate t,.- tuture flight progreas and

probablr intitrucnent readings. expectre ..• the next 30-second

Li 1 c c etpoint .

At the enai -4 each ocction. you .src to complctt- a -Elt -teat

which will assist you in judging t,ow wrll you a rc ret.,iciing
an uncarrst4nding of t1bome taskii. An a further lvarniag aid.

you are to correct your ar lf•tt st .&a part of your (monthly)

:skill retention tssmit,®.

t•.

'A
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Continuous Control Task

airing the performance of the Continuous Control Task, a two-stage

space vehicle will be manually controlled from the ground into an

orbit at 273, 000 feet.

the space vehicle weighs 3-1/2 million pounds at list off with a total

of I million pounds of thrust. The vehicle is orirnted vertica:..ly on the

launch pad (sitting oil 	 tail) at blast-off and your primary control

task is to manually provide the nominal rate of pitch. liowevCr, you

are also r,^quired to minimize error deviations in the roll and yaw

attitudes, which are primarily under automatic control.

s
y	 Some of the basic vehicle attitude and movement definitions are ill-

ustrated in Figure A-1. )'he velocity vector defines the vehicle's fiii;ia
path at any instant. The angle gamma is the flight path angle and is
not displayed in the cockpit. The vehicle is illustrated in two positions:
''A", aligned oil 	 velocity vector and ''B", in a pitched up attitude.

The angle formed by the longitudinal axis of the vehicle and the velocity

vector is czlled the angle of attack ( a ), The angle of attacl is directly

displayed by tice cockpit instruments. The angle between thr longitu-

dinal axis of the vehicle and the local horizontal reference (horizon

in this simulation) is the pitch angle. Pitch error, the error between

the desired pitch angle and the actual vehicle pitch angle, is displayed

on the Attitude Director Indicator (ADI).

Figur. A-2 shows the cockpit display arrangement. The "Guidance•

kvivrence Card'' is placed on the upper left hand side of the panel.

This card displays programmed altitude, vertical velocity or altitude

rate ( h ), angle of attack (ct ), and velocity ( v ) and time (Figure A- 3).

The data is displayed for each 30 seconds. The one minute date points

arfe underlined in red. The vehicle pitch (and roll and yaw) attitude

must be controlled such athat the altitude and altitude rate meters re, ► d

the value., indicated oil 	 guidance card. Ininiediately blow the

g 

h

uidarc. card arc located the altimeter ( h ) and the vertical velocity
•

( 	) meters.

f	
71
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f IMF AL I U VEL

0 .iU 4,801 ► 350 0 500
f 00 21,000 800 -3.0 850

1 i0 52,000 11250 -4.0 1,500
2 00 93,000 1,500 2.5 2,700

1 J0 142,000 1,650 2.5 4,500
00 189,000 1,550 -0.5 6,800

3 30 233,000 1,225 1.0 9,7u0
4 00 161,000 745 4_0 11 ,400

4 :ib 271.000 300 5.5 13,400
I	 b

r

00 282,000 0 6_3 15,750

b 30 278 ,000 --190 6.0 18,450
t^ ix) 273,000 -.170- 6.0 21,600

p w 211,000 120 5.0 25,000 
44

__..
140 5.0 25,029

A- i. Guidance Reference Card - Data Required Sor

Adanet:d Ylight Control
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The "Altimeter" reads from 0 to 100, 000 feet. At 100, 000 feet the meter

indicator returns to zero and the 100K light (located just to the left of

meter) illuminates. The indicator then progresses upward, reading

110, 00; 120, 000, etc. to 200, 000 feet. At 200, 000 feet the 200K light

o illuminates and the indicator needle returns to zero and starts up into

the 200, 000 foot range. Each mark on the altimeter scale is equal to

2000 feet.

The "Vertical Velocity" meter has a range of minas 500 feet pt-r second

to plus 2000 feet per second. Each increment on '^f.e vertical velocity

scale equals 50 feet per second. This is a very important parameter.

Lf the reading is off by a single incrernent (50 ft/bec) at a 20 second

check point and corrective action is not initiated, altitude at the next

30 second check point cart be off by as much as 1500 feet.

The clock is positioned below the altimeter and vertical velocity meter.

The button on the upper right side of the clock starts, staps and resets

the clock with consecutive actuation of the button. There is a sweep

second hand and a special minute hand (:arrowhead shaped) that are
used to check each of the time checkpoints during the flight duration
of 6 minutes and 44 seconds.

The "Attitude Director Indicator" (ADI) is located in the center of the
display panel just to the right of the vertical velocity meter. The A DI
displa}s pitch error and roll attitude. When the pitch over rate is too
slow, that is the actual pitch angle is higher than the nominal pitch
angle, the wings on the ADI will rise above the horizon bar on the
instrument. The required corrective action is to increase forward
pressure on the side art y: controller stick to "fly" the wings back down

onto the horizon. The wings must ai ,hrays be flown bac k t o the horizon.

j

	

	 If the left wing is low, the control stick is moved to the right until the

left wing rolls up to the horizon bar.

Directly above the ADI is the "Side Slip" indicator. The range of this

indicator reads from-, 15
0
 left: to 15 0 right in one degree increments.

This meter reads the angle of side slip from the velocity vector. If
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the vehicle is yawed to the right (by roLating the control stick clockwise)
the sides slip rnetcr will slowly indicate the right yaw and if the control
:hick is rotated counterclockwise, the meter will indicate yaw towards
the left.

The "Compass }leading Error" indicator is located directly below the
ADI. This meter has a range of 10 degrees left to 10 right in one de-
gree increme;its. 'the deviation from the vehicle's prograrnmed courser
is dimpla%ed on this indicator. Roll or yaw errors will add up to cause
a compass heading error. In order to correct a. compass heading error
to the right, the vehicle is yawed to the left about 2 degrees for each
degree of heading error and vice versa for compass heading errors to
the left.

The "Altitude Error Display" is located at the top, center of the instru-
rnent panel. 4 his display provides real time altitude error information..
The diagonal lines and the numerals shown on the display are not used
in this simulation. The dot on the scope will start on the center hori-
zontal line at the point where the left vertical line intersects the cen-
ter horizontal line. Nominally, the dot should --ravel from left to
right across the scope on the center horizontal line as the mission is
flown. If the vehicle flight path gets below the desired altitud;, the
clot will go below the center horizontal line and vice versa if the ve-
hicle altitude gets high. The scale on the grid on the displav is •4000
feet per horizontal line. Since there is up to 1000 feet of error inher-
enr in the scope display, the instrument should be used as a secondary
source of trend information and the altimeter should be used as the
primary source of altitude information.

The "Angle of Attack" ( a ) meter is located directly to the right of the
altitude director. indicator (ADI). This meter has a scale that ranges
from t25 to -25 degrees. Each increment on the scale equals one
degree. Th ;.s niete. serves as a back up to the ADI and provides in-
;ormation that helps the pilot rnainta%n the optimum "wing" position
on the ADI. The angle of attack meter may also be used to provide
some attitude refercrice if the vehicle attitude exceeds the pitch
limits of the ADI.
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The "Airspeed" or velocity meter is located directly to the right of

the ankle of attack teeter. Direct control of velocity is not recIiiired

in this simulation since thrubt is automatically terminated when the

Z", 	 optimum velocity is achieved. For this reason, velocity should not

be monitored on either the profile card or the meter but instead, attvii-

tion should be devoted to the pritnary lnstrurnetits; the ADI, the verti-

cal velocity ( h ), and the altir-,reter ( h ).

•

The nominal profiles for the altitude,	 pitch,	 and vertical velocity art.

•

plotted against time and illur:trated in Figure A-4. 	 It can be seen that

pitch starts at 90 degrees at time zero,	 then decreaset, stnoot-h1% to

zero,	 goes slightly negative,	 then conies back up zlightly above zHro

at the 6 minute,	 44 second termination point.	 Altitude btarts at	 cro,

increases smoothly	 to a peak of 282, 000 feet at 5 rninutes theft de-

creases to about 271, 000 feet at 6 minutes, 30 seconds and finally in-

creases to the nominal shut-off altitude of 273, 000 feet at o minutes,

44 seconds.	 Verticrl velocity ( h ) starts at zero,	 rises rapidly to a.

peak of 1050 feet per second then descends smoothly to zero at i

rninutes and continues down to -200 feet per second at 5 rninutes and

30 seconds.	 Vertical velocity then starts positive, going through zero

at 6 minutes and 18 seconds, 	 and rcaching 140 feet per second at

termination (6 minutes, 44 seconds).	 You are required to fl; the pro-

file	 ab closely as possible such that you achieve the terminal altitudt

t (273, 000 feet) and vertical velocity (140 feet per second). 	 Performance

is measured on the basis of terminal 	 altitude: and vertical velocity

error and on the total integrated pitch and altitude error.

After you are seated and have donned the headset and throat mike, trim
t

the wings to zero pitch on the AJJl. The operator at the outside console

will request this trim. After the trirn has been established, the ADI

may riot be retrin-imed for the remainder of the training; or test session

without upsetting; the dat., reference. Do not retrim after thewings

have been zeroed. After the wings have been .zeroed, the standby light

at the left of the instrument panel will blink. You will then zero the

clock and standby for the countdown. A "three, two, one - go'' countdown
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w i i i Flt• hrarU uvcr llir	 atia:'I.	 At "(du", pit i i. Lite 6,ittun thnt nt.trtbi

tt,r• clock amid prucced to fly thr profile.

lii order to "fly" titr profile in ai indim r dint will meet tht, relativ,-1,

strivigent quA lUic:iatl on cr iteria, it is uc cet+sary that t)ie following

piloting tecluaq:iet. he applied.

•

	

	 An eyes scanning tr.:l.niclue rimat by dcvrluped ai,d applied ali rapicily ub

pObb1111r. SPCC.0*c.ailly, 411 of the pr Iii ,iry inbtr ,,iinentoi tiitib,I. br ALA11ne(.1

raptei.ly, and ux secondary troitrurnenib ,mint be uecid an :rubz, c.':eck

iiJormatiun.	 11w alttlt.icle: director ir, dttator (ADI) is the 11t ►.truinrnt

that ri.ould glut stb"t 70 pere" at of your atte9ritiOn. lhiii o,etrument

tal,otilcl lrr the 4a ► ;t. r of Law esy'r ►s, a n pitt e rlt, that is, you bhoulri kla new

at 11.4 1. A01, theeii ,.t Lite vertical vvloc: tv ( It ), thtsr, back to Lite A131,

then to the al time- t .• r ( it ), then ba44 to the A171, the ► 1 to tilt clock, ,tie+n

b^c.K to the A01, , t.:. A* nooii as ,, timo chrt k point p,%4hv.u, you tst uuld

ehe:ck the ,guidai.ce► card tar lice meat e pee 1, poic . t ,:ititt.da- rata ( t. ) a.td

altitude ( h ) values, there the ac-ari iil,ould return to itt y t?.ree pr ► rn4ry

inbtrurnet . ib, ADI, ti mild it. Ar,	 glance at Uir a ltitu tle err;'cir

,atcupv, (about aticer or twice p. r 50 becujidai will provide sltitu".ic , tivi ► q

itdormation particularly ► f you have 4 viated wield, iii, e x.e tt, of .l.(3tltl

, vvt) from the apticriui.ti altittidt- profile. Also, 4993 ucta sional glance

of tile, angle of attack ( , ) n ieter (rid the Uwdance citrrl) A411 i,vw the

traitd tisat the wings will take un t),t: A01, up or down depetidirik upoai

wheethe r a is travesllin g trom -1 to - 3°, (frorn 3t) mei ondit to 1 rrnlnute)

U1. 11• or-i -5o to , 1 0 (from 1 rXi mitt9 36 avcond& to 	 t:.it::l:trt.),	 You
1	 a

normislly will not have to glance. at tt.v yAw or i:oa► ciiriy, error me".terb

inure t1,Gin once each 30 6.,ccndm.

After Lite "go" siglial ib receive.!, hold the wingii zeroed on Lite 1 orizon

bar of the ADD If this+ is done carefully ,acid will, very a+raooth, y„icF:

btick inputs, it j ot tfkt:oruticall^ ponbihle• to ily a perfect profile. Nor -

rnitlly, an error will occur in vertical velocity- or altitude biniply bt: -

cause of the itiertiab i:t Lite total man- rnac:hint *ybtem. An :iuoc, ..,«, an

error is detected in vertical velocity or altitiidr a correction mubt be

'	 rnadt- to the wins; poeli+ion on the A lei, l or example, if vertical vt:lucity
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.tpprara to be Su tenet ptr second low at tl.e ^	 .[lute Check point, .limb"

hack to the proper verti..ti velocity by holding the wings above the AN
horizun for a finite time period. kor example., tilt: wings st;ould it

held 'about 1/3 inch above the horizon for about 15 se t-orsda to correct

a 50 feet per second error in vertical velocity. This to .-tit appruxi -
n-tate correction and the valuer will var y with the size of ti,r error .atm

the time tri tt,r proiil•• where tl,r error occurs.

•

U an error it: eir.te cted in altitudes the :cattle relatior.st.ip on the ADD

vxiata. hatae thc wirigh abuvr the horizon when tale Allitudr is low.

and put the wings below the horizon when the altitude gets too high.

`V}:r1, corrr-c.tlrll ,► tittrtly it is gvnerall y beat to identify th e altttudc

e rror, then select a aing position that will give the desired cl.anke in

vertical velocity at the rtcxt check point since the altitude is c,etcrinined

by the vertical vviocity. For example, if the altitttde apps ar% to be

3000 trot high at -1 millutee,, the wv gh mitould br " vt Abuut 1/ 4 incF.

be.law the horizc-n bar for about l ;^ sercorlds in order to have the v.-rti-

.al vvloc;ty con ' t- tie 5U Ivet per rcr, or,d low Lit the 4 minute W secoi-i l

clivC-K point. The .ertiicil -, : 'Al civv must then be ad ,Surated 3)&(- k upwi,rd

in order to keep from overcorrr.cting the altit,"ov.

The vehicle rt: aponbr time ib rignifir..tnt. The p ffr, ctA of huldir;g I

correction rnay not he talt AS long AS 30 sec onde Later. Thais require>

that the pilot rerneinherr where he was 30 second* ago and predict

wi,e»re he will be .lei -eceands i i ti,e: future:. Tbt mist common mistakes

are the following

1.	 lnstrumrnt iixttioll; faiNre, tv acar: thr instrum,..ta
•	 proper rly.

L. Over control; using wide stick move. rrte+nts when only
ama11. displace:mente are rt.-cluired.

1.	 Reierencr rt_veraal orl tile: AD1 with respect to attitude
and vertical velocity. (Putting the wingb above the bar
when. you are already tots high. )

•1.	 Failure to consider tht! slow response time inhr:rent
irl the vehicle tyste m.

5.	 Misreading r.he altitu:le and vertical velocity mc;tera.

so
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Procedure 'Task

A porsihle tail..res in the attitude indicat or system is the basis for the

},rc,crdtite task. Figure A	 snowt, the Procvdure 'Tack cockpit dis-

i,i.. i y .d Luntrol par : el. While the bpace• vehicle	 being rnanually con-

trolled (Cununuouto Cuntrol rj k), atn attitude indicator failure niay be

inditated. At thin► tithe, you oi,ay reach down on tr,e right side of the

cockpit, releaoe the illight.or clip and ope:i the procedure tabk logic

Clow diagram (Figure A-t)). It iti ertiphasiwed that reference to the

diagram is 1Ct , to tt , a option of the pilot. tf you romember thv proce-

durn, you nerd not open the logic flow dtAgs:ain. lloweve r, it you do

!	 want to look at the diagram, do not du bo until you aev ttiv first "Atti-

tude L-iditatur i ailurr

to
As indicated on the lot► ic flow diagram (Figure A-t 1, the Brat procedu-

ral step .titer the unsrt of !tie taUura ii:dicatur light lb to piihh the Auto

Control'" button. Thi: puts the vehicle on autopilot 4:.t! pr:-ti ► its You to

five your full attention to the emrrgency cht+ckout of tine attitude i,idi-

c,a:or system. "like next M trp m titr beyuence is to push the 'Sybtem

Check" button. It is irnportatit to note that the rsuater will Only read

while the button to held down. T!%i,. action will cause tt:r* meter to in-

dicate ot;e of three .vefinga. The inoter will !it'!,t r indicate low (U. 75).

hi 	 (1. S) or An indeterv:imate, ntidd:e rs,^tiir:g	 f1}, A tc^urtt. pu,si-

biliq itr that the mrt" r will not rvad at all (nu needle retuventent) indi-

cating that the meter i:aa f tiled.

If the meteo r reivis higii (1. 5), it Indicates the system is functioning

pruperl .. After a )sigh 0. S) t ^ tiding m t next btep is to pus?, the

"manual'' button imd t:y the ventiLle riianually.

If the tnetear ree atis low (0. 75) it titdicatrn that a failur t doeb exibt in

the system. After 0.,- law reading, the pilot pusheb t:ie "Alternate

Attitude System" txrtton. 'Thies button selects a:i altarnate system which,

will nuw drivt. the AIM inhtrumu , .t. lr, order to ensure that the alter-

nate mykitem ? s olutrat.ve and to e ...sx!re 'hat tht- crigiral 1.,kilure is not

common to the primary aiA altei mite systems, you must recheck after

^.^	 8 l
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ar lccttnt, Altcrtiaty Attitut.le Sviitem.	 INt.ac^ the "s i tteni Cttecil,

b4ttst, in puat.acl. Ene rv artl " ig will he arw eat tt.tet art#tr:a.1 tour p... e mmil-

ittea, U the me rcr resads low Ufa, 7i) a.tter swttLiAnIS to 'AlErt4mate Attt

ttide St steal" a idilure a alats in t}ie Llte rnatet r. btsrtl atilt the prupot

procedur, is t.. at ,,p -Lecotin* a:,t1	 it v tiigt.t t:. Awa C,.b.,trai.

-, ie tt.,e meter reads they M14ale rtaaellag L. 0), art t-ndetc rt:tt0iaty

,Atl,xt ex1fats And }Lm. 1°nust push ir.* Svattlrrl Ctieck b"ftai Adult..

et +tieter reeitfls two cGit"._ ".ittve ir<cteterttli :AtW .eadit,da It. ill, st.;p

t:.r cheirw a:;d joritti.ur too titSrAt t1; Aut,j Ca,itroi.
4

It tt.r vrte. tar silt to read at all ino tiectlie ii.ovtarvient), tits " S)stesrri

C: c^ * bitt .aii aiaa" ld tie rtlee.,,e:a aiia prwatsed s ae colid titre. It twit

.a=,s,t. wt i.e %a 14aad iet +lt.a:.ur.* re bolt, stup talc .heck acid r'ettnatt.

ir, Auto Control.

AhVt1111* MAC u Chit *.=i 1a p"& II-led aul W i t.e prop4 r	 Me - OVvr-

loAd Kiset butte►,, will lijt,a. rt,ia tndicat*4, ti.at t, .r ..Oriapt,tr.r logic

"! t.. . , s"tariiatt, allgl t. chrtci out slintetn male bari-i diar-,ipterd :► rid me

tullowi;.,; proceitt.rrc ahould tae+ t.}€l.awcd

1.	 P Istt the "Uvcri A.&d keset` butt.ar;

F',iah ''Auto Control ► .utton

S,	 8C-p"eat the 'Symt«urtt ChO6-v procediird.

There are tourt#^e-t dttte^rtent rne► ter rvAd ► tlg combulatialla.	 1t trite ertrl

of cacti r.omhinxtson tt.e oystem will t,c returned to manual cotitrol,
R

. itnrr b ,. pilot action or by t ►tie simulation cipvrrator. 'live control statue

is ittrticatc(d by the "Lianud/ Control"' or 'AAct Control" bottom iridicAtorw.

it to emphazized 0 it whe:ti the ''Manual Control" buttuti is lighted, trte

v ,thicle rniist be controlled with manual inputs through the Aiclearrrt

cunt rulle r.

Error and time data are taker. for each test combination tic) }ot.t bhould

strive to complete the sequential checks as quickly as-,d accurately as

po s ible .
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Rchearsal Briefing Self 1, its

Upon completion of the continuous control task .action, the subject

war given the Flight Control Rehearsal 'Teat. This test was jointly

reviewed and corret.ted by the subject and experimenter prior to start-

ing the review of tl, procedure task rehr.arbal material. The Attitude-

Indi.ator failure Pro%- dure Hehrarsal Tent w ad similar!y adrriii,ibterei,

and corrrL:ted.

F'UGHT CONTROL, REHEARSAL TEST
I

1.	 When doe. Ft reach itm highebt value? 	 What is that value

When doe- if first go to 0. U itlsec.

3.	 t4hea is tl,ee de,rirrd 1, ..c	 rain. ?	 At t, min. 30 sec.

a. What it, MC t iiax i:num Altitud e , Attained during ,A normal +sce r,t
protiir	 At what time does it occur'!

S.	 NI,At to the alttturir At 5 Mill. ?	 At 6 min.

Al t, mii+. to sec,  ?	 At is min. 4 .1 sec.

b. W htii d* n alpha firmt begin to go liegative ?

A  &uiiiiYig till[ th fe _l^ht hds p roK rrs+sr. ti on profile, what syhuul C:

alpl.a bv:
At 5 min.	 At, b	 rumin. ?	 At o in. 30 sec.

S.	 Sketch the, boost profile for altitude on the chart pruvided.

9.	 Sketch tilt. flight display paneYl un tilt paper provided. Labvl the
s di,pla, x and i:dicate wt,at are the prtmarti and secondary (if

applicable) dihplayx for the flight p.sramete: rs associated with
vehicle altitude and attitude. W'herr possible:, indicate they scale
range for each instrurYient, i.e*., -S o tee +400.

R5
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i% i i t 1t A i4 S.+&'. i k. b e

.^	 :^tt. *i; ^gtt+tv#^rt 1taPltt,r. ,7►t^tr ic'^t1^.t*t: i# ĵ r ►t t^.dt..c ► +^	 ^^.........^,^

.,....M..r.`w^.,..	 .r... r..ir.^.^w+M+.^.tiww•'^^^. • ^.....Yw.P... ww...r,... *Y.^h..M.,:o.+.u.wrw^.Vrw^	 .r... .....r...	 ..... ^.

^fi't9 tlz^it it: of	 N Ir'	 tt ti p +lbiftlt;idt, 	*4., c. ^9E ricer
ifla^i' ltat^ ^.t,iifi i1# tl^1y 	^' 411^,ist, + 	it#^..;;

i^,of ACA	 of 'bi #twsta IL̀'hoti" wt>Af i* the cfi1 rev t rutip*%bo
10 l i'ly (all-	 m etwr rvadtttfj*

2.	 Not t 4 4. Atlit'd .«^......»..... 	 o.. ^ .,	 <.......^.....»...

&I #,too i &n Ovc, rlodd ftfive tt" 144t:t l.+dt4: : jttra a,na What a► tt44u% 16
l s► x e d r

.04 y t 1 vi iM re4uirrd a ► tler two tiuc4e t dive India—il lol:n t:. taw
ail «i)tr L1.^ RtRWtt+^ ► r t'li^iotioo^K

i.

^O ^fD «idlrag

wii,Rl d4we » d i1tVtar t• 11a d (Wig at U+ ?i ^tidlc' oe. _,+1(t w4at is the
rest^aifekc, aE^tirft^^^l t

__ )ll Ella P.alta t g>f o^icl :ad, of ai tcl, the IRro L ro;tar y task panal And i ► idi-
s..itc Old p l lftl, 4 Attcluill And Itilt.te by glu nw.
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